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INTRODUCTION

The mapping of “youth lawyers systems” is designed to draw together the data from the national research that was
conducted by partner States to demonstrate the different juvenile justice systems models and how the lawyeringsystem is organised at national or local level when a child is suspected or accused of having infringed the law.
The following “country overviews” of 18 EU member States are the summary of their national reports. They are
published and available on our website (www.mylawyermyrights.eu).
They are based on information collected by national researches conducted as part of the project, using a common
methodology developed and drafted in October 2016 with the cooperation of all partners to and experts of
the project. In particular, we have relied on 6 field studies in Belgium, Bulgaria, Ireland, Italy, Poland and in the
Netherlands and 12 desk studies in Austria, England and Wales, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Luxembourg,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Spain and Sweden.
The national reports briefly describe the juvenile justice systems in several European countries, verify the
transposition, implementation and application (given the nature of the juvenile justice system) of the set of
European directives on fair trial rights1 and analyse whether specialised lawyers for children are available at national
or local level, what their role is and how they work in practice.
All the field and desk studies were conducted with a view:

˂˂ To investigate the role, mandate and training of lawyers defending children in conflict with the law so that
improvements can be made in regard to their situation (see the Practical Guide “How to defend a child in
conflict with the law?”);

˂˂ To verify the transposition and application of the set of European directives on fair trial rights ensuring the procedural
rights that an individual has when he is a suspect or accused in criminal proceedings: the right to receive information
concerning his rights and the procedure, the right to receive interpretation and translation in a language that he
understands, the right to have access to a lawyer, the assistance by a lawyer and the right to receive legal aid (see
The Manual for EU Member States: “How to ensure the rights of children in conflict with the law?”).

The 6 field studies covered two main elements:

˂˂ The perspectives of 77 juvenile justice professionals who interact with children in juvenile justice proceedings:
including 36 lawyers for children, (youth) judges, (youth) prosecutors, (youth) court staff, psychologists, social
workers, interpreters and police officers. These were gathered through semi-structured interviews or focus groups.

˂˂ The perspectives of 55 children in conflict with the law on their experiences within juvenile justice proceedings
and with their lawyers were gathered in semi-structured interviews or focus groups.
This work included a preparatory phase, undertaken in October 2016. It involved examining the requirements for
conducting interviews with children; identifying appropriate and diverse channels to reach and contact children;
and developing a methodology2 for interviewing children. The interviews followed semi-structured interview
guidelines with open-ended and potential follow-up questions and supportive material explaining the project
in a child-friendly way to the interviewee. The guidelines were based on the fundamental principles and general
elements of the CoE Guidelines on CFJ.
1 Directives 2010/64/EU, 2012/13/EU, 2013/48/EU, (EU) 2016/800 and (EU) 2016/1919.
2 This includes procedural and ethical considerations in conducting a research study with children: safeguarding, consent, data protection, confidentiality, etc.
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The data gathered in the different “country overviews” illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of the different
systems, and gives indicative trends. Every EU Member State is responsible for the establishment and implementation
of its own national juvenile justice system. In the EU Member States there are different types of juvenile justice
proceedings, depending on their objectives (e.g. criminal, restorative, educational, welfare, etc.). Most of the time
these models are combined or mixed.
The main aim of this mapping report is to assist the project coordination team, in making the connection between
the national research and the European manuals, outputs of the project, namely the “Practical Guide: How to
defend a child in conflict with the law ?” and the “Manual for EU Member States: How to ensure the rights of
children in conflict with the law ?” by using practical information gathered through the national research to provide
the manuals with the best practices which may become a source of inspiration, while also identifying major or
recurring challenges to overcome.
This report has to be read and interpreted in light of the core principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
namely the best interest of the child, his or her protection and participation without any discrimination, and in
compliance with the relevant international and European legal framework. Moreover, it is worth highlighting that
the implementation of any lawyering system for children needs to follow the spirit of child-friendly justice and
specifically needs to comply with the guidelines on child-friendly justice adopted by the Committee of Ministers
of the Council of Europe on 17 November 2010.
This mapping does not attempt to be exhaustive or universally applicable. The aim is to assess, to the greatest extent
the national reports allow, the effectiveness of lawyering-systems for children in conflict with the law in Europe.
The ultimate goal of this project is to improve respect for the human rights of children in conflict with the law.
Regardless of the country and the juvenile justice proceedings a child alleged to have committed a criminal offence
is involved in, the right to access a specialised lawyer is an essential and significant guarantee to ensure respect of
children’s other procedural rights. Although there is a plethora of juvenile justice models, which makes it difficult
to compare or to exhaustively list them, this study allows us to highlight indicators of the effectiveness of these
systems and to remind they should be child-friendly. Juvenile justice systems are different and, as mentioned,
we cannot compare them; however it is possible to assess that certain systems and practices are more inspiring
than others, as demonstrated throughout this mapping. Therefore, it helps us to make the link to the drafting of
the above-mentioned manuals, main outcomes of the project. To conclude, it is hoped that the manuals designed
in the framework of the “My Lawyer, My Rights” project will provide professionals with the essential tools needed
to carry out their work while respecting the children’s rights.
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LIST OF COUNTRIES

Austria

5

Italy

39

Belgium

8

Luxembourg

44

Bulgaria

14

Netherlands

47

19

Poland

53

England
and Wales

Finland

22

Portugal

57

France

25

Romania

60

Germany

29

Slovakia

63

Hungary

33

Spain

66

Ireland

36

Sweden

69
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

AUSTRIA
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Not yet
Yes
Monitoring board for children’s rights (Ombudsmen) - 2012 (+) Cfr. CRC recommendations (p.10)

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Juvenile Court Act/ JCA (1988) (lex specialis) penalties for juveniles
Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure/ CCP
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MACR
Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Austrian Criminal Code/ CC
➔ No special/different legal system or a mandatory special training for lawyers regarding criminal
proceedings involving children.
14 years (Juvenile Court Act). If the adolescent is not able to comprehend actions - no punishment
(even between 14 and 18 years).
Yes
Right to access a lawyer (Cfr. CPP).
Yes
Derogations presence of lawyer (Cfr. CCP).
Lawyer mandatory (in certain courts), legal aid: appointed by Austrian Bar Association.
Lawyer mandatory for juveniles in courts higher than the district court.
Police hearing - presence of a trusted person and lawyer (in theory lawyer may not intervene
during interrogation >< in practice can/will interfere in order to act in the best interest of client/ sit
next to the suspect/no prohibition to ask questions/can give comments on the report).
Choice of lawyer
By parents, legal guardians // legal aid lawyer if preconditions met -- regional bar associations’
rules.
Waive right to a lawyer - No BUT legal guardian (parents) may waive it, excepting for proceedings
where lawyer is mandatory// if not mandatory ➔ representation by the personnel of the juvenile
legal support agency (+).
No
Yes
Language - understandable & comprehensible manner, taking into account special personal
needs (procedure code) + interpreter/translator (costs borne by State).
Yes
Legal aid - rotation system, suspect may also ask for specific lawyer; first for the initial proceedings
in court;
Legal aid lawyers not paid in a conventional sense, legal aid services cover a part of the pension
costs. If suspect (unable to pay entire costs of the defence, without impairment of the maintenance
for itself or approximate relatives) recovers funds in the three following years ➔ pay lawyer.
Role and mandate
No official recognition of lawyers specialised in representing children in criminal proceedings (even
if specialised, not considered when appointed by the court).
No
Association of youth lawyers.
Specialized training
No
Yes
Conflict of interest with parents
Collision guardian appointed by court (+) who act in the child’s best interest.
First contact
Informed by the police or prosecutor, lawyer at least before starting the formal interrogation
(procedure code).
Communication and meetings
Special visiting areas at court/detention centre (when child in custody), separated by window, by
phone or correspondence;
+ 24 hours emergency hotline provided by the Austrian Bar Association.
Change lawyer
Complaint about lawyer at the Austrian Bar Association (Attorney’s Code & Disciplinary Statute
for Lawyers and Trainee Lawyers).
N/A
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Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

N/A
Justice social services
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsmen for children and adolescents (in the 9 Federal States + 1 National) (+) (p.36)
Independent, confidential, free of charge and anonymously (if requested), one person + office with
appropriate personnel (statutorily envisaged educational requirements) to fulfil tasks
+ website, hotline, information events...
Financed by federal states (thus mainly by Austrian Republic), budget varies from State to State.
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

BELGIUM
Interviewees

Useful materials

Youth lawyers: 14
Other professionals: 18 juvenile judges, a police officer, social workers, a psychologist, directors
of different institutions and several members of the voluntary sector.
Children: 13
Training material from the Order of Flemish Bars (OFB)

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes, but it’s not clear if there is a good use/promotion of these rules.

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919

EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
* The directives are applicable during the first interrogation, then suspended during the welfare
phase and applicable again at the time of the return to the criminal procedure.
Yes
No
No
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NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

The Belgian juvenile justice system is organised in a welfare procedure ➔ educational approach
over punishment ➔ special courts and procedures. Nevertheless, the procedure is similar to the
criminal procedure as the minor meets the same actors (police, prosecutor, judge) and risks the
measure of being deprived of his/her liberty.
The juvenile justice competences are divided between the Federal State and the Communities:
m AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL
Constitution: best interest of the child
Civil Code / CC: age of majority is 18 years
Law of youth protection /LYP (1965) ➔ problems with the application of EU directives regarding
the rights of suspected/accused in criminal proceedings (the Belgian State interprets the scope of
the directives restrictively ➔ only to cases of divestiture by the youth court).
Code of Criminal Procedure / CCP
Criminal Code / CC
Law on the establishment of the family and youth court / LFYC (2013)
Law on pre-trial detention / LPD (1990): deprivation of liberty and the rules on the interrogation
of minors.
Law Salduz and Salduz bis on certain rights of persons interrogated / (2013 - 2016)
Law on protection of the mentally ill / (1990)
Law on legal aid / LLA (1998) and Judicial Code /JC

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
NO WAIVER

m AT THE COMMUNITIES AND REGIONS LEVEL
Competences on the pronounced measures by the youth judge or court: provisional or final
custodial measures, measures of conservation or measures of education.
Decree regarding youth support (1991) (Federation Wallonia-Brussels)
Decree regarding the special assistance to youth (2008) (Flemish community)
Ordinance regarding youth support (2004) (Region Brussels capital)
Decree regarding youth support and the implementation of welfare measures of the youth
(2008) (German speaking community).
No specific age limit.
Minor: person under 18 years (CC).
Children under 12 yo: who have committed a ADCO are presumed to be at risk and must therefore
be protected ➔ youth court (LYP).
Children from 12 to 14 yo: can be placed in closed educational facilities in certain circumstances
➔ youth court (LYP).
Children from 14 to 18 : can be placed in closed educational facilities in certain circumstances
➔ youth court (LYP).
Children of 16 yo or older: exceptional procedure of divestiture : the adolescent can be judged
as an adult by a special chamber of the youth court (composed of two youth and one criminal
judge) (CC and CCP).
Young adult from 18 to 20: youth court is competent for offenses committed when the young
adult was still a minor. Measures may be extended up to the age of 20 yo (LYP).
Young people under judicial measures with mental illness ➔ protective measures
(“For K”= pilot project of the Public Health Department).
Yes (CCP: Salduz and Salduz bis laws)
The right to a confidential consultation with a lawyer ➔ 30 minutes before police hearings and
court hearings*.
Mentally ill children ➔ ex officio appointed lawyer (LPMI).
* Time is too short to create a relationship of trust between the minor and his lawyer.
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Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Yes (CCP) but there are exceptions :
m Immediate interrogation not necessary or impossible;
m Interrogation about minor facts;
m Delay/absence of the lawyer;
m Derogation definitive or temporary derogations in exceptional circumstances provided for by
law (e.g. to avoid compromising criminal proceedings).
Lawyers now can have an active and participative role during the police and the court hearing ➔
recent reform.
Ex-officio court assigned lawyer for court hearings, when minor has not chosen one ➔ mandatory
assistance.
Good practic: Salduz web application ( lawyers can be also contacted at night).
Choice of lawyer
Child is free to choose the lawyer he/she wants or choose a lawyer registered on the «list of
volunteering youth lawyers» of the Legal Aid Office (LAO) (Salduz lawyer on duty for the police
hearing) or have a court-appointed lawyer.
Legal aid defence
Yes
Yes (CCP)
By the police* when the child has received a written invitation or following his arrest.
* or by the prosecutor or the investigative judge.
By a written invitation sent by post (when the child is not deprived of liberty) - concise statement
of the facts and his/her rights, among others his/her right to a confidential consultation with a
lawyer of his/her choice and his/her right to be assisted by the lawyer during the interrogation.
Before the police hearing: written « Declaration of rights ». The rights enumerated vary according
to the situation whether the minor is deprived of his/her liberty or not.
Difficulties:
m No template of a written convocation within all police zones in the country (each police zone is
free to adapt the written notice for minors);
m Lack of information before the interrogation: abrief summary of the facts (without access to the
file or background information about the minor)is given by thepolice only;
m The declaration of rights is not drafted in a child-friendly language; however, the Ministry of
Justice plans to draft an adapted version.
Good practice: Materials provided by the Child Rights Services (brochure of the CRS t
Zitemzo).
Yes (CCP)
Costs are borne by the State.
Difficulties:
m Interpreters are paid with considerable delay;
m Their remuneration is insufficient;
m No formal procedure to ensure that a minor needs an interpreter;
m The independence and impartiality of interpreters is not guaranteed;
m No quality control process for the translation ➔ rec.: annual evaluation + creation of a
professional ethics committee (see PRO-JUS project carried out by DCI-Belgium in 2016);
m For translators, the law does not foresee any specific intervention by the State.
Yes (LLA)
National system (JC) organised by each Bar Association: the State will assume all or part of the
lawyer’s fees or the costs of the proceedings, depending on the resources of the person.
The first-line aid (provided by lawyers paid at an hourly rate) is totally free-of-charge:
practical information, legal information, a first legal opinion or a referral to a specialized body or
organization (sometimes there are specific youth law offices).
Second-line legal provided by lawyers paid through a points system (always free-of-charge
for children): legal opinion or legal assistance in proceedings including legal representation
regardless of the nature of the proceedings (civil, criminal or administrative) and in whatever form
(advice, mediation, representation).
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It is the LAO which organizes the second line aid and who appoints the lawyers.
Difficulties:
m Certain services are not awarded fairly ;
m Uncertainty as to the value of the points;
m Delay in the payment by the LAO to lawyers ;
m Administrative complexity – application forms to be filled out by the children are not adapted.
Free legal aid for minors
Right to legal aid free of charge: notified in the Declaration of Rights.
*A minor who becomes an adult and committed facts during his minority benefits from the
irrefutable presumption of indigence (free-of-charge lawyer).
APPOINTMENT:
m LAO appoint a lawyer; Salduz permanence or on the Youth List: on-call lawyer;
m The minor can apply directly to a lawyer on the youth list;
m A social service apply on behalf of the minor.
AUTOMATIC ASSIGNMENT: appointing a lawyer for the minor who hasn’t chosen one when lawyer
is compulsory. The LAO will automatically assign a lawyer of the youth list: court-appointed
lawyer.
Remark: in practice : the lawyer is not effectively chosen by the child.
Good practice: CLA’s mission →inform children of their right to free legal representation
(CLA of the Bar of Arlon → brochure on the theme «the minor and his lawyer»).

Youth lawyer

Difficulty: Judicial assistance does not allow the minor’s lawyer to carry out cross-examinations.
Foreign minors→ no separate procedure.
Good practice: Legal Aid Office of the French-speaking bar in Brussels → section for
«unaccompanied foreign minors» in collaboration with the Youth law service of Brussels
(voluntary lawyers trained and specialized in assisting and defending UFM’s that can be
contacted directly by minors, guardians or social workers →quality defence).
Role and mandate
Specialised lawyers: “Lawyer-defender” (= ECtHR) and the lawyer is the spokesperson of
the child (cf. Regulation of AVOCATS.BE on the intervention of the lawyer in the defence of a minor
(2011) and Recommendation of OFB on the appointment of a youth lawyer (2005)).
m Informative role of the lawyer;
m Educational assistance to advise the child;
m Quality relationship can be established.
Choice of the lawyer
Yes – by the child.
Specialized training
Yes, for lawyers registered on the list of voluntary lawyers (youth list) as part of the legal aid BUT
in general there is no obligation to train lawyers in youth law.
French speaking part: Regulation of AVOCATS.BE (2016): each bar establishes a youth section
and organizes the training of lawyers who are members of the section (e.g. with a sponsorship or
a tutoring system).
Good practice: website www.droitdelajeunesse.be: covers several themes related to
youth law in the form of theoretical presentations and video capsules. Aim : provide
access to training tools for all bars, above all for the smaller bars with a reduced number
of youth cases.
Dutch-speaking part: Central training (except for Bruges and Audenarde). Recommendation in
2005 – OFB: in partnership with universities; every two years; an 80-hour multidisciplinary training
course; theoretical and practical ➔ 20 hours of training with a lawyer specialised in youth law
+ a day of practice on communication with young people (role play). Result: certificate «Special
Training in Youth Law» (certificate may be denied).
Good practice: Union of Youth Lawyers’ initiative launched in 2009 in Antwerp: recognition
of the status of «youth lawyer» and elaboration of specific training.
11
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Difficulty: It is possible that not specialised lawyer can defend a minor without meeting the
conditions of training or specialization in youth law: Principle of free choice of the lawyer (lawyer
will then be paid through the legal aid or by the minor him/herself.

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Continuous professional training: depend on Bars (often one day of training per year is enough)
No juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University - no youth law course is
compulsory. These are only optional courses.
Training for new lawyers and continued training: youth is once again an optional course depends on Bars.
Yes
The principle is written down in the Constitution.
Conflict of interest with parents
Lawyer of the chid has not to follow the parents advice or recommendations.
Forbidden for the lawyer’s fees to be paid by the parents in order to avoid any conflict of
interest ( Brussels Bar Association – rule not applied in all bars).
m The lawyer is not always perceived as an ally by the child;
m When children are deprived of liberty, lawyers’ visits are rarely → rec.: interactive
videoconference system within the institution (e.g. Skype or equivalent) with respect of the
right of confidentiality;
m Young people do not use the same methods of communication as adults. Some lawyers pay
a special attention to this.
First contact
Confidential consultation at the police station within the two hours of the appointment of the
lawyer before every police hearing.
When child deprived of liberty : only one consultation before the first hearing – duration : 30
minutes.
During the hearing: active and participatory role of the lawyer/effective assistance; lawyer can now
sit next to his/her client. Can control respect for the respondent’s right not to accuse him/herself,
as well as his/her freedom to choose to make a statement, answer questions or be silent; control
the treatment of the child; notify the right of the child; control the regularity of the interrogation;
request that certain information is given or that certain questions are asked; ask for clarification on
questions; make observations about the investigation; not authorized to respond to the questions
instead of his/her client or to hinder the hearing.
Communication
By phone, e-mails, SMS or WhatsApp or face-to-face.
Private and confidential – in practice/difficulty: when the minor is placed, their conversations are
not always private.
It is essential to equip lawyers with adequate training in this respect, since the communication
with the minor requires special skills which can’t be improvised.
Meetings
30-minute meeting before the police interview.
Right to meet before the court-hearings.
At the lawyers office, police station or in the institutions.
Change lawyer
Yes
When legal aid lawyer: only for breach of trust or because of a serious reason vis-a-vis the lawyer.
No information is given to the child to explain how to change ➔ the process is difficult.
The lawyer can also ask the President of the LAO to be replaced.
No appeal about the decision.
Parents often do not understand that the lawyer is there for their child and are reluctant to
have their child defended by a lawyer who works through legal aid (worried about less quality/
experience of these lawyers).
Lawyer cannot receive injunctions or orders from the parents.
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Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

Lawyer is sometimes considered as an adversary by the other professionals.
Lawyer should have a knowledge of the institutions and associations present in the environment
of the minor as well as the projects that are carried out by them.
Justice social services
To provide children with direct access to justice and good legal and social assistance : provide
information, refer minors to other services, provide legal advice, represent the minor or his family
in court in certain specific procedures.
The Youth Rights Services subsidized by the Ministry of Aid for Youth of the Federation WalloniaBrussels.
The Children Rights Shops: carries out through training and teaching materials for children and
professionals + advising and training professionals.
Kinderrechtencommissaris, Klachtenlijn (in the Flemish community), Jongerenwelzijn, the JOlijn (in the Flemish community), and the General Delegate for the Rights of the Child: public
services responsible for answering questions and complaints concerning the rights of the child.
Awel (financed by the Flemish community) and 103 (financed by the Federation Wallonia Brussels):
listening services ➔ answer questions and concerns of children, in all matters.
The centres Infor-jeunes (in Wallonia and Brussels) and JAC (in Flanders and Brussels) :
information services for young people + deal with many issues related to the procedural rights of
young people and legal assistance.
Cachet association : promote minor participation - accompanies young people in their transition
to autonomy + general awareness-raising work.
National monitoring mechanisms
N/A
See report
m Scope of application of the EU directives in the Belgian juvenile (welfare) system;
m Many lawyers have the idea that «youth law is not law» ➔ thus, in their view, there would be no
need to receive a specific training to defend minors;
m There are a lot of obstacles to the existing initiatives put in place by the lawyers for children.
See report
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

BULGARIA
Interviewees

Youth lawyers: 2 (one woman and one man)
Other professionals: 2 (women)
One representative of the Programme for the Development of the Judicial System, who have
implemented the training “Attorneys in Protection of Child Rights” project (woman, also
interviewed as a lawyer) and one social worker (woman), working with children in conflict with the
law and a local coordinator for Sofia of the “Child Rights Hubs for Children in Conflict and Contact
with the Law in Bulgaria” project.
Children: 5 boys (aged 15 to 17), currently deprived of their liberty in the Boychinovtsi Correctional
Home.

Useful materials

BHC survey 2016-2017

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes + Rec. HRC 2015: “implementation of the juvenile justice reform”
Yes + Rec. CRC 2008 & 2016: “qualified and independent legal aid to children in conflict with the
law at an early stage of the procedure and throughout the legal proceedings”
Not yet
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
m Discussion on procedural rights for “suspected” persons.
m Contrary to what the Gov. states (by citing the last general amendments of those laws, i.e.
without any connection with the Directive), no special measures were implemented for the
transposition of this Directive.
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Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

No (CE: infringement procedure against Bulgaria)
Not yet
Not yet
No (any measures taken to promote soft law documents)
Yes, numerous cases (but not regarding children)
Simeonovi v. Bulgaria (2015 & 2017) ➔ not allowing access to a lawyer during pre-trial detention
Padalov v. Bulgaria (2006);
Hovanesian v. Bulgaria (2010) ➔ lack of assistance of a lawyer
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer

No special law on juvenile justice but some special rules:
Constitution / Const (1991): (right of access to a lawyer)/ Const.
Criminal Code / CC (1968): minimal age of criminal responsibility
Criminal Procedure Code / CPC (2006): – special safeguards for children
Ministry of Interior Act / MoIA (2014): police detention (administrative)
Nb. Pre-trial and trial stages of the proceeding – accused person vs. suspected person (the
Bulgarian criminal justice system does not formally recognise the figure of the suspected
person ) ➔ problems with the transposition of the EU Directives
Judicial System Act/JSA (2007)
Control of Juvenile Anti-Social Behaviour Act /CJASBA (1958): corrective measures
Child Protection Act/CPA (2000): protection measures
Protection of Public Order during Sports Event Act/PPOSEA(2004): administrative liability
above 16 years old
Legal Aid Act/ LAA (2006)
Bar Act/ BA (2014)
PROCEDURE
Police- stage: Administrative detention (24h max.), falls outside the scope of criminal law –
even for children below the age of 14 years old
Suspected persons detained by the police ➔ Interviews (no protection against self-incrimination
➔ confessions are common) + written statements during the detention included in the court case
file + testimonies of the police officers who have questioned the suspected are legally admissible.
Prosecutor can further detain the suspect (72h max.) ➔ judicial detention.
Police or prosecutor opens a pre-trial investigation ➔ Investigation conducted by a prosecutor, an
investigative police officer or an investigator.
Trial ➔ 2 appeals possible.
14 years
Up to 14 years: child/minor ➔ absolute irresponsibility BUT protection measures until 8 years
(CPA) and corrective measures from 8 to 14 (CC ➔ CJASBA).
14-17 years adolescents: ➔ if mature enough, criminally responsible.
After 16 years : ➔ administrative liability for hooliganism.
18 years: majority ➔ no persons under 18 may be prosecuted as an adult.
There are no specialised courts for children and they appear before the regular courts.
Yes
“from moment of being charged or from moment of detention” (Const)

Yes (CPC)
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WAIVER POSSIBLE

NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

At the police stage:
m When child is not detained and no charges against him/her yet (questioned as a witness by the
police) ➔ can only consult a lawyer.
m When child (suspected or accused) is detained ➔ presence of a lawyer (LAA) during interviews
(in practice: lack of assistance in almost all cases of children detained under MoIA. The police
normally discourage children from requesting a lawyer and the number of cases of children
requesting a lawyer is very small. There are cases, where police do not allow lawyers to consult
children, neither to be present during the questioning or to speak in confidence with their
clients) – WAIVER POSSIBLE.

At the pre-trial and trial phase:
When the child is charged, becomes accused ➔ mandatory presence of a lawyer (at all stages of
the criminal proceeding*) – NO WAIVER.
*If the accused reaches 18 years during the trial stage, the defence by a lawyer is not
mandatory.
Choice of lawyer
Yes
Lawyer of their choice (and on own expenses) or Legal aid ex officio Lawyer.
Legal aid defence
Yes (LAA)
No adapted declarations of right for children
Authorities have the obligation to inform and explain the rights to children in an understandable
language:
“Suspected” detained by the police: special letter of rights (replication of the law, with no
further information of exercising the rights). This declaration of rights facilitates children to waive
their right to a lawyer;
“Accused” detained by the police: : No letter of rights but for adolescents CPC foresees the
reception of a written copy of the charge sheet (contains details of the crime, and some
information) prior to the interrogation (at the time of charging him/her) + explanation on his/her
right to appear with a lawyer (LAA).
Yes
(CPC)
Interpreter: only for foreign children.
Child can waive his/her right to written translation.
Complaints against the quality of the translation: possible.
Costs are covered by the State (through investigation authorities or court).
Translation of the letter of rights in other languages is generally not available in police
departments.
No regulation on which documents must be translated.
Outside the big cities ➔ shortage of translators.
Yes
Ex officio lawyers are registered with the National Registry for Legal Aid.
Free legal aid for minors
Same as for adults (no specialized training).
suspected child must explicitly request (*) a legal aid lawyer. If requested, police contact local
bar association ➔ appointment of an ex officio lawyer on the list of lawyers on duty BUT this
doesn’t mean that they are always questioned in the presence of the lawyer ➔ Up-to-date list
of lawyers (phone number of National Legal Aid Bureau and local Bar associations) given to the
police authorities.
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accused child receives automatically an (ex officio) lawyer appointed by the court or the
investigative body and can’t refuse such appointment (even if already a retained lawyer that fails
to attend hearings).
Free of charge and paid by the national budget ➔ lower remuneration for the legal aid lawyers ➔
lower quality of the assistance.
The adolescent found guilty will have to pay for the fees and expenses of the ex officio lawyer.
(*) Child has to apply in order to receive a legal aid lawyer (often do not apply), the police often tries to
dissuade them to apply → often not questioned in the presence of the lawyer.

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Role and mandate
No specialised youth lawyers in Bulgaria.
Suspected and accused children are being represented by general criminal lawyers.
Choice of the lawyer
By the child (often by the family) or appointed by the investigative authorities or court.
Specialized training
No
No: continuous professional training.
No: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
According to a regulation ➔ from next year : mandatory courses on Rights and Freedoms, but
nothing explicitly on the rights of the child or juvenile justice.
Training programme developed on a project-based principle (2014-2015): “Attorneys in
Protection of Child Rights”.
(http://prss-bg.org/prss3/EN/training & http://swissbgcooperation.bg/en/#/projectsall/1170) !!!
«Improving access to justice for children» (2013-2014) (http://prss-bg.org/EN/1334)
➔ 20 lawyers were also trained on children’s rights on a joint project of the Programme for the
Development of the Justice System and UNICEF.
“Increasing the capacity to protect the rights of children of the professionals, working with
children” (2017) (https://goo.gl/kATL4j) ➔ 8 lawyers, trained in children’s rights, formed a network
for youth lawyers in the city of Sliven, where they provide legal consultation to children once a
week. The project is supported by UNICEF.
No
No legal definition for criminal proceedings (a suspected or accused child is not deemed as children
at risk) but definition in the Child Protection Act.
The presence of parents/guardians of the child during the official act of pressing charges and
during court hearings is not mandatory.
Conflict of interest with parents
No specific regulations.
First contact
For detained children by the police; right to access a lawyer from the outset of the detention (>< in
practice: most of the children have no (retained or ex officio) lawyer from this moment or no lawyer
at all during the whole proceedings).
Communication and meetings
When the child is detained: can meet his/her lawyer in every moment of the detention in
soundproofed rooms (MoIA).
Change lawyer
Yes
Child can ask the court to change lawyer.
Specific legislative mechanism to complain
No
But general procedure: disciplinary proceedings against a lawyer for misconduct (BA) or file a
complaint before the prosecutor if the lawyer has committed a crime.
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Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

No specific regulation on the matter.
No information
Training
Yes
List of prosecutors specialised in proceedings concerning adolescents BUT it’s not clear what kind
of training they have followed.
Justice social services
The National Network for Children in partnership with four other NGOs opened four Child Rights
Hubs for Children in Conflict and Contact with the Law Four hubs ➔ Providing information;
legal consultation; specialized evaluation of the child’s needs; awareness raising; preparing and
аaccompanying children in legal proceedings; assisting in the development of a child-friendly
procedure for child interrogation.
Regional Consultation Centre (5 centers) and a phone line as part of the legal aid system (No
specialized child lawyers provide consultations).
National monitoring mechanisms
Children suspected or accused are not children at risk in Bulgaria so there isn’t any monitoring on
the criminal proceedings BUT if children are deprived of liberty ➔ National Ombudsman and
NGOs: the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee is the only NGO that has access to prisons, investigative
detention facilities and correctional homes for adolescents, due to a cooperation agreement
between the BHC and the Ministry of Justice.
See report
m A comprehensive reform has never been initiated and one of the main problems remains the
effective access to and assistance by a lawyer and the physical abuse against children during
police custody.
m No mandatory use of audio and video recording during the police interrogations ➔ no protection
against self-incrimination, no access to a lawyer.
See report
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ENGLAND AND WALES
Useful materials

The Youth Proceedings Advocacy Review: Final Report 2015 by Wigzell, Kirby, Jackson

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes + Protocol relating to the application of the Charter
Yes
Yes - adopted in October 2010
Yes
No
No
No
Non-binding; applied to varying degrees of compliance.
Yes
Ibrahim and others v. the United Kingdom (incriminating statements in the absence of a lawyer –
no infringement of art. 6 ECHR).
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Crime an Disorder Act/CDA (1998)
Children and Young Persons Act/CYPA (1933)
Children Acts/CA (1989, 2004)
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Legal Aid Act/ LAA (1988); Access to Justice Act/ AJA (1999); Legal Aid, Sentencing and
Punishment of Offenders Act/ LASPO (2012)
Legal Services Act/ LSA (2007)
10 years
Child : a person under the age of 14.
Young person : a person who has attained the age of 14 and is under the age of 18.
Yes

Yes
Free legal advice is offered but the child can decline.
Choice of lawyer
See below
Legal aid defence
Yes
*Should be provided immediately by the arresting officer in a manner that the child can understand,
adapted to their age and maturity – see report Penal Reform International.
No obligation for child-friendly language.
➔ Police should be trained.
Yes
State covers the costs.
Yes
Legal Aid Agency (executive agency of the Ministry of Justice) (LASPO).
Difficult to obtain legal aid as need to prove: eligibility, seriousness of the case, and that you can’t
afford to pay for legal costs.
No mechanisms in place that permit to make a complaint if you cannot get a lawyer through the
legal aid system (but alternative means exist).
Lawyers paid following set hourly rates or fees for particular matters.
Free legal aid for minors
Minors can receive legal aid, but adult must apply on their behalf (guardian or parent when child
is under 16).
For legal representation in court: child’s income and capital is assessed.
Other levels of legal aid: parents/guardians income and capital assessed – except in case of
conflict of interest.
Own lawyer or duty solicitor – available on rotation.
Role and mandate
No official recognition.
BARRISTERS: The Bar Standards Board took Youth Advocacy Competencies ➔ introduced new
measures to improve standards of advocacy within Youth Courts; guidance for barristers (set of
essential competences expected of all advocates working with young people).
Intention to introduce a list of registered youth advocates.
SOLICITORS : recognition of the specialist nature of youth court proceedings by the Solicitors
Regulation Authority.
Choice of the lawyer
The child is offered free legal advice. If decide to accept, they choose their own lawyer or a dutylawyer.
Parent or guardian may help to choose, appoint and instruct the lawyer.
Appropriate adults are allowed to request legal advice for the child.
Specialized training
No – not mandatory.
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

SOLICITORS : Law Society of England have a special Children Law Accreditation: knowledge,
skills, experience and practice in the area of children law and the representation of children ➔
specialist accreditation: mandatory initial 3-day training course when the lawyer registered
voluntarily; these courses are organised at national level.
+ One-day training by the Youth Justice Legal Centre – participation of children.
Accredited children law practitioners follow a Law Society Code of Practice - + other relevant
publications available.
BARRISTERS: one-day training by the Youth Justice Legal Centre.
m High time and money-cost;
m Not exclusively juridical;
m Theoretical and practical.
No continuous professional training.
N/A Juvenile justice or children’s rights education at the University.
No
By the police, the court, the Youth Offending Team.
Conflict of interest with parents
Child may not agree with the guardians’ recommendations.
➔ Write a letter to the judge or ask to speak to the judge directly.
First contact
At the police station prior to the interview: own lawyer or duty solicitor – available on rotation,
arrive within the two hours.
All children are entitled to an Appropriate Adult at the police station ➔ can request a free legal aid
lawyer for the child, even if the child refuses legal advice.
The lawyer is entitled to participate in the interview, and guard the child from being forced to
answer potential questions under undue pressure, can intervene or suspend the interview, sits
next to the child and can ask for a consultation with the child.
Communication and meetings
At police office: consultation rooms, for as long as they deem necessary.
Meet on the day of the hearing.
All means of communication are allowed.
Private and confidential.
Change lawyer
Hard to change lawyer.
Complaint regarding your solicitor ➔ very little information on this topic.
Complaint to the Office for Legal Complaints (independent body sponsored by the Ministry of
Justice); Legal Ombudsman will direct the claim to the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
N/A
N/A
Training
For magistrates and district judges: multi-disciplinary training focused on the rights and needs of
children + continuous training programme.
Public prosecutors: multi-disciplinary training on child-friendly justice.
SLDCs do not exist in the UK - but there are similar structures that exist.
Justice social services
Penal Reform International: legal advice and support.
Just for Kids Law: provides advocacy, support and legal assistance to young people in difficulty +
website Youth Justice Legal Centre: information about youth justice law for legal professionals
and young people, …
Children’s Advocacy Service of the British Foundation Barnardo’s: independent advocacy for
young people in institutions, assistance and planning resettlement – face-to-face meetings and
helpline.
National monitoring mechanisms
Four children’s Commissioners around UK.
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Finland
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments

ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
N/A
*Finnish criminal law seems to follow the Guidelines on child-friendly justice (CoE).
*CRCommittee rec: welcome a number of measures adopted implementing the CRC, however,
many areas of concern regarding children’s rights and their implementation persist.
Yes
Kari-Pekka Pietiläinen v. Finland, no. 13566/06, 22.9.2009.
Absence of the applicant at the hearing before Court but represented by a present counsel.
+ Domestic decisions.
No
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NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation
Juvenile Justice System:
Criminal Law & Child Welfare
Measures

MACR
Access to a lawyer
Assistance by a lawyer
No distinction access/
assistance
WAIVER POSSIBLE

Information
Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Criminal Code of Finland 1889 (special juvenile penalties)
Act concerning Clarification of the Situation of a Young Person Suspected of Crime 2010
Criminal Investigation Act 2011
Coercive Measures Act 2011
Act on the Treatment of Persons in the Custody of the Police 2006
Remand Act 2005
Imprisonment Act 2005
Criminal Procedure Act 1997
Act on the Publicity of Court Proceedings in General Courts 2007
Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases 2005
Legal Aid Act 2002
Child Welfare Act 2007
15 years (Criminal Code)
Yes (Criminal Investigation Act & Criminal Procedure Act)
Without delay and at the latest before minor is heard.
Possibility to waive – and revoke the waiver.

m Counsel of his/her own choice;
m Public defender (on request, under certain conditions);
m Public defender ex officio (under certain conditions; for minors) – can be a free legal aid counsel.
!!! Active role of the lawyer during police interviews (sit next to client).
Notification of their rights in writing.
Yes
Costs should be covered by the State.
Yes (Legal Aid Act)
On the basis of the available means and the assets of the applicant (Government Decree).
Organisation and supervision (Act on State Legal Aid and Public Guardianship Districts).
Legal aid decision by Public Legal Aid Office (possibility review by Court of Law or complaint to the
Parliamentary Ombudsman or Chancellor of Justice).
Complaint about the lawyer to Bar Association’s Disciplinary Board.
Financed by the Ministry of Justice.
Lawyer shall request their fees and expenses before Court.
(in criminal matters : prosecutor can comment)
Free legal aid for minors
Free legal aid counsels.
Also a private lawyer may be appointed as free legal aid counsel.
Role and mandate
No special recognition and no special status.
Choice of the lawyer
Yes (same as for adults) – unless public defender is appointed by the court (can be proposed by
the injured party).
Specialized training
No
N/A Continuous professional training.
N/A Juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Socio legal defence centres

No
Social workers’ role (Child Welfare Act).
No reference to the best interest of the child in legislation (CRCommittee 2011).
Communication
Should be private and confidential.
Meetings
Before questioning begins (usually in separate rooms, if not: in questioning room).
Meeting in private with lawyer without undue delay when minor is deprived of liberty.
Meet in due time before appearance in court.
Change lawyer
Yes (change legal aid counsel if any lack of confidence or omissions to the lawyers duties)
In case of conflict of interest a trustee is appointed for the minor (Criminal Investi. Act).
Justice social services
m Central Union for Child Welfare;
m Save the Children;
m The Mannerheim League for Child Welfare;
m Victim Support Finland.
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsman for Children (Act 2004).
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FRANCE
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
Panovits v/Cyprus arrest (2008) (assistance by a lawyer from the first stage of police custody)
implemented in:
Police custody Act (2011)
Act for the transposition of Dir. 2012/13 (2014)
No
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NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance

Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Ordinance on Juvenile Offenders/ OJO (1945) ➔ educational approach over punishment ➔
special courts and procedures:
m The juvenile Justice Judge : contraventions and offences;
m The children’s Tribunal: contraventions, offences and crimes perpetrated by minors under 16;
m The Criminal Court for minors: serious crimes perpetrated by minors over 16.
Code of Criminal Procedure/CCP
Act on fight against organized crime, terrorism, …/AFOCT (2016)
Act on the presumption of innocence and rights of the victims/ APIRV (2000)
Police custody Act/ PCA (2011)
Act on Juvenile Offender/ AJO (2016)
Legal Aid Act/ LAA (1991)
No specific age limit. Only criterion: moral discernment.
Only juveniles who have discernment can be held criminally responsible (CCP).
Penalties, however, vary depending on the age of the child (OJO).
Child without discernment: no criminal liability.
Child under 10 with discernment: can be criminally responsible + educational, protection or
assistance measures (Juvenile justice court).
Child from 10 to 13 : can be criminally responsible + educational sanction (Juvenile justice court).
Adolescent from 13 to 16: can be criminally responsible + combination of criminal penalties
with educational measures (Juvenile justice court). Criminal penalties = half the ones for adult
offenders.
Adolescent from 16 to 18: can be criminally responsible + criminal penalties (not automatically
reduced, depend on personality and circumstances of the offences).
Yes (CCP)
+
AFOCT
APIRV ➔ inserted the right of assistance by a defender in the CCP.
PCA
Yes (CCP)
+
AJO ➔ compulsory assistance by a lawyer, when minor is deprived of liberty: appointed lawyer
by the prosecutor, investigating judge or judicial police officer.
Children not deprived of liberty, involved in criminal proceedings benefit of assistance but eligibility
for legal aid is conditional on parental incomes (except in the case of parents’ disinterest for their
children). However, in civil proceedings (e.g. in case of educational assistance) children can obtain
free legal aid, regardless of parental income.
The judge may appoint a lawyer if he/she considers it is necessary to protect the best interest of
the child.
Choice of lawyer
Child is free to choose the lawyer he/she wants or have an appointed lawyer.
Legal aid defence
Yes
Yes
Letter of rights.
Not child-friendly; however, certain bars website try to provide information to children in a friendly
language.
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Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Yes
CCP
Yes
LAA: State will assume all or part of the lawyer’s fees or the costs of the proceedings, depending
on the resources of the person.
Advisory body: National Council for Legal Aid.
Legal aid encompasses another system, which is the assignment of a public defender (in
emergency proceedings or where the person has not appointed a specific lawyer). This lawyer
should be paid by the person who is assisted, unless he/she is eligible to judicial assistance ➔
President of the Bar is responsible to appoint the lawyer.
Free legal aid for minors
Children are entitled to legal aid under the same circumstances as adults.
In criminal proceedings; mandatory assistance by a lawyer when the child has no.
The Antenna for Minors of the Paris Bar creates a list of lawyers who can be appointed to defend
or assist a minor.
Role and mandate
No specialisation for lawyers in child criminal procedure.
But: Convention between the Direction for the Judicial Protection of the Youth (Ministry of
Justice) and the National Bars Council (2011).
➔ Group of child’s lawyers
(+)
Committee – follow-up and reporting role.
Lawyers specifically trained to the needs of children.
Free choice of the lawyer.
Promotion of the sole-lawyer policy = one minor – one lawyer rule (called the regular lawyer).
The Convention is a frame for the local bars and courts, can be adapted.
(-)
No legal act to endorse the Convention.
No reports drafted by the Committee.
The Convention is still not used by all the local bars.
The group of child’s lawyers is still not a reality.
➔ Some local bars and courts created lists of lawyers specialised to represent children in
criminal proceedings (+).
Choice of the lawyer
Yes – by the child.
Specialized training
No
But: Possibility to specialize in criminal law.
(+) Different bars try to create a mandatory or advised training for lawyers willing to represent
children in criminal proceedings (depending on the Bar’s rules: for the lawyer chosen by the child
or the designated lawyer by the Bar association when the child has not chosen a lawyer - more
information in the report on the situation of the following Bars: Creteil, Nanterre, Bobigny, Paris and
Lyon – ex. Commission for the children rights; mandatory training, exam, criminal permanencies).
Normally, trainings cost is borne by the lawyer (some Bars pay part or all of the cost).
Continuous professional training: depend on Bars.
N/A Juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
No legal provision
Judge, lawyer need to look for it.
Conflict of interest with parents
N/A
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Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

First contact
As soon as the deprivation of liberty of the child starts.
Lawyer can speak and ask questions during the police interview. He/she can consult the minutes
of the hearing and take notes and consult the recording report of detention.
Communication
Private and confidential (according to professional rules of conduct of the lawyer).
By a first letter from the lawyer to the child to arrange an appointment.
Face-to-face or by phone (even when the child is deprived of liberty).
Meetings
30-minute meeting before the police interview.
Right to meet before the court-hearings.
At the lawyers office, police station or in prison.
Change lawyer
The person may refuse the assigned lawyer ➔ letter to the President of the Bar requesting a new
lawyer.
N/A
N/A
Justice social services
m Organisation le Défenseur de droits: specific mission regarding the protection and promotion of
children’s rights;
m Private initiatives;
m Directorate of Judicial Youth Protection (public service for juvenile justice).
National monitoring mechanisms
N/A
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GERMANY
Materials

Reports:
m Child Friendly Justice - How to improve access to justice for children and adolescents1
(Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte).
In this report the current situation and barriers of children in legal proceedings in Germany
were analysed and recommendations for improvements were directed to public authorities
in Germany. Outcome: Current situation of children/adolescents in German legal proceedings
does not match the international human rights requirements nor the standards set by the
European Council.
m Human Rights Report 2016²
m In addition to this, the German Institute for Human rights initiated a study regarding the children
in civil and criminal proceedings in 2014.³ The study aims to analyse present practices and
identify the need of improvements on the ground of interviews with professionals and affected
minors. The results are included in the European Union Agency For Fundamental Rights’ reports
on child-friendly justice.4
m In 2016 a German charity organisation (Deutsche Kinderhilfe e.V.) organised a conference with
lectures and discussions about Child Friendly Justice.5 Amongst others the participants
talked about the situation and needs of children and juveniles in criminal proceedings.
m Empirical study in which 23 accused children and adolescents were asked after the main
proceeding, if their lawyer has helped them.6 13 answered no, just 8 answered yes.
1

http://www.institut-fuer-menschenrechte.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Publikationen/Policy_Paper/Policy_Paper_34_
Kindgerechte_Justiz.pdf.

2

http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/cae/servlet/contentblob/754712/publicationFile/222773/161221-MR-Bericht_der%20
Bundesregierung_12.pdf.

3 http://www.institut-fuer-menschenrechte.de/berichterstattung-an-die-grundrechteagentur-franet/studiekinderfreundliche-justiz/.
4 http://fra.europa.eu/en/project/2012/children-and-justice/publications.
5 http://www.dvjj.de/sites/default/files/medien/imce/documente/veranstaltungen/andere-veranstaltungen/programm.
pdf.
6 Hauber, RdJB 1979, 355, Seite 359, quoted by Radbruch, StV 1993, 553.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (further details in the report)
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EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR/ECSR revised
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes / Not yet ratified (revised version)
Yes
Yes
In progress
Not yet
Not yet
No relevant information found
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Criminal Code/ CC (1871)
Criminal Procedure Code/ CPC (1879)
Juvenile Court Act/ JCA (1923)
Sentencing: focus on rehabilitation, prevention and education.
Competent courts: Juvenile courts + Juvenile Court Assistance System (supportive role).
14 years ➔ Criminal Code.
14 to 17 ➔ Juvenile Court Act.
18 to 21 ➔ Sections of the Juvenile Court Act: the judge decides whether the Juvenile Act or
Criminal Code is applicable.
Yes (CCP)

Yes (CCP & JCA)
Preliminary investigation: public defence counsel can be appointed upon request of the public
prosecution office (CCP) by court for a questioning by the prosecutor. There is no right to request a
lawyer present at the questioning by the police (however, in practice, the police allows a lawyer to
be present and sit beside the minor, the latter may not ask questions or give advice).
Intermediate proceeding: court-appointed defence counsel possible.
Main proceeding: court-appointed defence counsel (see below).
Choice of lawyer
By the children, parents or appointed by prosecution office and court.
Mandatory presence of an court-appointed lawyer (under the control of the appellate court)
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Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

➔ Juvenile offenders: the instructions shall correspond to the level of development and the level
of education of the youth.
m At the very first time the defendant is questioned he has to be informed about his/her right to
access a lawyer.
m The youth courts assistance service inform the child about his/her right to choose a lawyer
(even if he/she has no claim of mandatory defence). In such cases, they recommend the free
legal advice for youth.
m When minor is arrested: he/she shall be instructed as to his/her rights without delay. Minor may
at any time, also before the examination, consult a defence counsel of his/her choice. (Depending
of the stage of the proceeding, the instruction shall be given by police, public prosecutor or
judge) ➔ instructions shall be given in a language the arrested accused understands.
Yes
Costs borne by the Treasury when interpreter called free of charge for the entire criminal
proceedings (only foreseen for process-related conversations, such as interviews with defenders).
The child has the right to access free document translations to extent as this is necessary for the
exercise of his/her rights under the law of criminal procedure.
Yes
But not in criminal proceedings (except a few exceptions see report).
Free legal aid for minor offenders
No
There is no formal legal aid scheme for criminal proceedings. Rather, legal aid is substituted
by the mandatory defence regime (CCP), which is based on the seriousness of the offence or
vulnerability of the accused, not on financial needs.
In practice, this regime can be seen as “legal aid” in a broader sense, especially in case of juvenile,
as the cost will finally be borne by the Treasury.
➔ In every stage of the procedure: Court-appointed defence counsel for the accused youth
(applies automatically (ex officio) if the requirements are met (mainly placement, remand
detention or provisional committal), see JCA referring to the CCP mentioning the conditions
for adults) + minor can choose his/her lawyer and appeal against an undesired court-appointed
defence counsel.
Vs.
Legal Aid for children in civil law, family law and administrative law:
Defendant has to file an application and the court hearing the case shall decide to grant legal aid
(fully/partly) or not depending on the applicant’s economic situation.
State Treasury of the respective Federal State will bear legal costs and the attorney fees &
expenses.
No special status/No formal specialisation on representing children in criminal proceedings.
*However the local bar association of Frankfurt recognises their speciality by giving “juvenile
criminal law” an own topic in their search function for a legal representative.
Role and mandate
Same role as for adults.
Role: unilateral interest representative that strengthen the child’s subjective position, especially to
compensate his/her linguistic, intellectual and social inferiority. Furthermore, the lawyer is obliged
to balance the inexperience of the child in court rituals and his/her missing legal knowledge and
he/she has to insist on the adherence of all procedural rules which work in favour of the defendant.
Choice of the lawyer
Yes (CCP): child can choose his/her own lawyer.
Parents can appoint a lawyer of choice for their child (CCP & JCA).
Mandatory (court-appointed) lawyer e.g. when child in custody (JCA).
Specialized training
No
Nb. specialisation in criminal law (120-hours training, theorethical with practical exercises)
includes inter alia the subject of juvenile criminal law.
+ Continuous annually training courses in criminal law (doesn’t have to include juvenile criminal
law).
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

No: children’s rights’ education at the University. Law students can choose the main focus criminal
law which contains courses on juvenile justice. Topics are history and scope of juvenile justice and
aspects of criminal procedure against minors.
Yes
See role of the lawyer.
Conflict of interest with parents
When they appointed a lawyer but child don’t trust him/her, the court can appoint a public defender
(if the requirements are met). In general, defence is only performed in the best interest of the child
who trusts the lawyer.
First contact
N/A
Communication
Face-to-face, by phone, written correspondence (case-by-case).
Private and confidential.
Meetings
Minor can meet any time with the lawyer of his/her choice.
If minor in (pre-trial) custody: right to speak in private with court-appointed lawyer in separate
rooms + private correspondence.
Change lawyer
Yes
When severe disturbed confidential relationship between lawyer and minor (even under the
mandatory defence regime).
Complaint about the lawyer
Yes
Formal submission to the competent judge who appointed the mandatory defence counsel. If
conditions met, new mandatory lawyer appointed.
Lawyer tries to avoid conflicts with parents when acting in the child’s best interest. He/she seeks
direct contact with parents to improve child’s situation.
The youth court assistance service is in charge of the supervisory, social and care-related aspects
in proceedings before the youth courts.
Training
No: Specialisation in criminal law does not include professional handling between lawyers and
other professionals (e.g. social workers, youth court assistance).
Justice social services
Governmentally consulting assistance centres: inter alia lawyers and legal advisors providing
ad hoc legal advice (only granted to people with low income, incl. children and adolescents) ➔
request for approval to competent local court.
NGO’s:
m Deutscher Kinderschutzbund e.V.;
m Deutsches Kinderhilfswerk e.V..
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HUNGARY
Useful materials

Report on the substantial structural problems of the Hungarian appointed defence system which
undermine the enforcement of the right to efficient defence. The researchers provided detailed
advice on the possible ways to reform such system in order to comply with relevant international
and EU laws.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Consitution (2011)
Criminal Code (2012)
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
NO WAIVER
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Criminal Procedure Act (1998)
The most important laws of the criminal justice system in Hungary are the Criminal Code and the
Criminal Procedure Act. The Criminal Code defines who a juvenile is (from a criminal perspective),
sets the minimum age of criminal responsibility, and determines the applicable punishments.
The Criminal Procedure Act lays down several safeguards in connection with procedures against
juveniles in a separate chapter.
Child Protection Act (1997): education of young offenders in reformatory institutions.
Misdemeanours Act (2012): smaller criminal offences (separated chapter for juveniles).
Attorneys Act (1998)
Civil Code (2013)
Each act has special provisions and safeguards in connection with juveniles.
14 years (CC) or 12 years (for certain serious crimes and the child had the capacity to understand
the csq of his/her acts).
14 years for smaller criminal offences (MA).
Yes
Constitution and CCP: in case of criminal proceedings against juveniles the participation of a
defender (lawyer) is always mandatory (authorized lawyers or court-appointed lawyer).
Yes (CCP)
(i) Make contact with the accused, (ii) use all legal means of defence in due time in favour of
defendant, (iii) inform the defendant about the legal means of defence, and about his rights, (iv)
pursue investigation for exculpatory or attenuating evidence in favour of the accused.
Choice of lawyer
Yes
Children up to 14 years.
Initiatives in school: Foundation DE and Ministry of Public Admin and Justice.
The central website of Hungarian courts has a page dedicated to children ➔ aspects of
a criminal proceeding, incl. access to a lawyer >< Integrated Legal Protection service of the
State for children doesn’t include info on their rights.
Info on their rights provided at the police station should be child-friendly /CCP/ but in practice: info
is universal and doesn’t fit with child’s needs.
Yes
CCP: fees interpreter/translation borne by the State – always free for children.
Only for the proceedings, not for the meetings with lawyers.
No
No legal aid system (in the traditional sense) exists in Hungary.
But registration of lawyers appointable as defence counsels – org. regional bar associations /19 +
1 ➔ fees and expenses /hourly rate/ borne by the State – always free for children.
Free legal aid for minors
If child has no lawyer, the prosecutor or the court would appoint a defender for him/her from
the register of appointed attorneys – no specific area of expertise for juveniles forseen - . Such
register is held by each regional bar association, and consists of attorneys who are willing to act
as appointed defenders in criminal proceedings. (CCP & AA)
Role and mandate
No difference between adult and children’s lawyers.
Choice of the lawyer
The child except when its appointed for him/her ➔ no legal remedy available to challenge the
decision.
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

Specialized training
No
No continuous training programme organised by the Bar association.
Yes: specialised postgraduate multidisciplinary training course for lawyers wishing to
represent children in criminal proceedings at two Universities/at national level – tuition
fee borne by the lawyer/theoretical with practical activities and field work, e.g. visiting correction
institutions.
Juvenile court’s competence.
Conflict of interest with parents
Welfare agency shall appoint an ad hoc supervisor /CCP/
First contact
Without delay, at the detention institution if defendant is arrested.
Meetings
Right to prepare the child’s defence (before appear in court).
If child is deprived of liberty: right to contact the lawyer and communicate before questioning. In
practice: common that the lawyer is not present during first questioning and other investigative
actions.
When lawyer is present: active role (CCP): give advice to the child, ask for a break, warn the police
officer if necessary, make comments, ask questions, correct or complete the report, etc.
Communication
All forms but limitation possible by house rules when child detained in institution.
Private and confidential.
Change lawyer
Yes
An appointed defence counsel may be found by the court or by the prosecutor if the lawyer fails
to meet its obligations; or appointment of another court-app lawyer but request must be justified
(CCP) or appoint private lawyer.
Complaint to the courts, or other authorities (ex; Ombudsman) or to the Disciplinary Tribunal of
the Bar (AA).
N/A
N/A
Justice social services
The Hintalovon Alapitvany Foundation helps children to engage pro bono lawyers to represent
them in a criminal proceeding.
Unicef project operates a legal aid programme that offers info on child’s rights.
National monitoring mechanisms
N/A
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IRELAND
Interviewees

Useful materials

Youth lawyers : 4
Other professionals : NA
Children and youths: 2
Irish Council of Civil Liberties (2015): The EU Directive on the Right of Access to a
Lawyer: A Guide for Practitioners, Dublin: ICCL.
http://eujusticia.net/images/uploads/pdf/Right_of_Access_to_a_Lawyer_Practitioners_Guide_
(1).pdf
Code of Practice on Access to a Solicitor by Persons in Garda Custody. Available at:
http://www.garda.ie/Documents/User/Code%20of%20Practice%20on%20Access%20to%20
a%20Solicitor%20by%20Persons%20in%20Garda%20Custody.pdf
Tackling Youth Crime: Youth Justice Action Plan 2014-2018
h t t p : / / w w w. i y j s . i e / e n / I Y J S / 2 0 1 4 - 2 0 1 5 % 2 0 Y J A P % 2 0 P r o g r e s s % 2 0 R e p o r t . p d f /
Files/2014-2015%20YJAP%20Progress%20Report.pdf

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
CTorture
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (but not OPCAT)
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
NO WAIVER
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Criminal Procedure Act (1998)
The most important laws of the criminal justice system in Hungary are the Criminal Code and the
Criminal Procedure Act. The Criminal Code defines who a juvenile is (from a criminal perspective),
sets the minimum age of criminal responsibility, and determines the applicable punishments.
The Criminal Procedure Act lays down several safeguards in connection with procedures against
juveniles in a separate chapter.
Child Protection Act (1997): education of young offenders in reformatory institutions.
Misdemeanours Act (2012): smaller criminal offences (separated chapter for juveniles).
Attorneys Act (1998)
Civil Code (2013)
Each act has special provisions and safeguards in connection with juveniles.
14 years (CC) or 12 years (for certain serious crimes and the child had the capacity to understand
the csq of his/her acts).
14 years for smaller criminal offences (MA).
Yes
Constitution and CCP: in case of criminal proceedings against juveniles the participation of a
defender (lawyer) is always mandatory (authorized lawyers or court-appointed lawyer).
Yes (CCP)
(i) Make contact with the accused, (ii) use all legal means of defence in due time in favour of
defendant, (iii) inform the defendant about the legal means of defence, and about his rights, (iv)
pursue investigation for exculpatory or attenuating evidence in favour of the accused.
Choice of lawyer
Yes
Children up to 14 years.
Initiatives in school: Foundation DE and Ministry of Public Admin and Justice.
The central website of Hungarian courts has a page dedicated to children ➔ aspects of
a criminal proceeding, incl. access to a lawyer >< Integrated Legal Protection service of the
State for children doesn’t include info on their rights.
Info on their rights provided at the police station should be child-friendly /CCP/ but in practice: info
is universal and doesn’t fit with child’s needs.
Yes
CCP: fees interpreter/translation borne by the State – always free for children.
Only for the proceedings, not for the meetings with lawyers.
No
No legal aid system (in the traditional sense) exists in Hungary.
But registration of lawyers appointable as defence counsels – org. regional bar associations /19 +
1 ➔ fees and expenses /hourly rate/ borne by the State – always free for children.
Free legal aid for minors
If child has no lawyer, the prosecutor or the court would appoint a defender for him/her from
the register of appointed attorneys – no specific area of expertise for juveniles forseen - . Such
register is held by each regional bar association, and consists of attorneys who are willing to act
as appointed defenders in criminal proceedings. (CCP & AA)
Role and mandate
No difference between adult and children’s lawyers.
Choice of the lawyer
The child except when its appointed for him/her ➔ no legal remedy available to challenge the
decision.
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Free legal aid system

Yes
Application usually made on the first court appearance. Legal aid is always assigned to children
in criminal cases.

Youth lawyer

The conditions for the assigning of legal aid generally are that the accused is charged with an
offence or summonsed to court and a lack of means to fund legal representation.
Free legal aid for minors
Yes
Children are always granted legal aid, upon application.
Children Court: representation by a solicitor or junior barrister.
Circuit or Central Criminal Court: representation by a solicitor and a barrister (junior counsel or
senior counsel in serious or complex cases).
Legal aid fees apply to court appearances only, not consultations. No legal aid is funded funding
for voluntary interviews between the child and the police.
Role and mandate
Solicitors engage with children in age appropriate language and in a manner that ensures that
the child understands the court process before, during and after the court proceedings. The
lawyer should also ensure that the child understands the consequences of the outcome of court
proceedings.
The youth lawyer, as the child’s legal representative, must have a detailed knowledge of the
specific international and domestic instruments to effectively represent the child within the
court system.

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Youth Lawyer should be aware of the pedagogical nature of their role when representing children.
Choice of the lawyer
No designated panel or organisation of youth lawyers in Ireland.
Specialized training
No mandatory requirement of specialised training of lawyers from any of the regulatory bodies
governing the legal profession in Ireland.
Training projects, tailored, online training packages to legal and other professional groups are
provided by Universities such as UCC. The professional bodies - the Honourable Society of Kings
Inns and the Law Society – now offer a diploma/certificate in Juvenile Justice.
While all lawyers must act in their client’s interests, in line with their instructions, there is no
specific mandate to lawyers to act in the best interests of children.
Conflict of interest with parents
There is no guidance available to lawyers representing children as to how any conflict of interest
involving parents should be managed.
First contact
There are no regulations governing the relationship between the lawyer and his/her client.
First contact between the lawyer and the child may occur in the police station or just before court
proceedings.
Communication and meetings
No national regulations stipulate how lawyers should communicate with their child clients.
Change lawyer
Yes, a child has the right to change their lawyer. This will normally be facilitated by the court.
A complaint to the relevant regulatory body can be made:
Law Society of Ireland (solicitors)
Bar Council of Ireland (barristers)
but there are no child-specific procedures in place for this process.
Parents are legally required to attend court proceedings to which their child is a party. (CA)
There are no dedicated services or supports for the parents of children in conflict with the law.
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Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations

While there is some inter-agency working – between the court, probation service and others –
there is no formal arrangement to promote collaboration or sharing of information.
Training
Training is mandated for judges prior to their appointment to the Children Court (CA). No training is
mandated for judges sitting in the higher courts.
In-service judicial training: in service judicial training is ad hoc, can be bothy informal and
optional.
Justice social services
N/A
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsman for Children considers complaints against public bodies, with the exception of legal
matters and court proceedings.
Garda Síochána Ombudsman Commission considers complaints against the police.
There is no mechanism available to children to complain about their treatment in court.
Complaints against lawyers can be submitted to the Law Society or Honourable Society of King’s
Inns.
To policy makers
Address issues such as: the lack of up to date data, the lack of case management, failure to
provide specialist training for relevant personnel and failure to provide accessible information to
children and their families on all aspects of the system.
In addition,
m Provide child-friendly information to children and their families on the criminal process;
m Apply the Practice Direction to enable the adaptation of the Children Courts nationally, extending
it to all courts;
m Put in place a system of specially trained lawyers, with an accreditation system for legal aid;
m Make a robust legal aid scheme with allocation of adequate resources;
m Provide adequate training to the police, the judiciary and all relevant court personnel;
m Put specialist complaints mechanisms in place for all aspects of the justice system.
To youth lawyers
m Undertake an accredited programme of education and training to improve the quality of legal
representation to children in criminal proceedings;
m Establish a compulsory, specialist panel of legal representatives to provide effective representation
to all children;
m Ensure the effective implementation of the child’s rights in juvenile justice.
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ITALY
Interviewees

Useful materials

Youth lawyers: 7
Other professionals: 4
1 juvenile judge
1 social worker
2 academics
Children and youths: 25 (16 girls and 6 boys in prison + 1 girl and 2 boys in probation)
+ Department of Juvenile and Community Justice of the Ministry of Justice (DJCJ)
Protocol of Milan (see below)

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
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EU Soft Law Instruments

ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Good practice: although they are mentioned more in specialized literature than in the
everyday practise of the juvenile proceedings, the Ministry of Justice, in collaboration
with other ministries and NGOs, has developed several informative campaigns and
dissemination activities with the purpose to spread the fundamental principles at the
basis of these instruments.
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Constitution (right of defence/right to protection of youth/ right of legal aid)
CriminalCode / CC
Criminal Procedure Code / CPC
D.P.R. 448/88 that integrates the CPC referring in particular to minors involved in a proceeding
Other minor legislative provisions (on free legal aid system and on detainees’ and prison
populations’ rights)
14 years
Before 14 years , child is not chargeable: security or administrative measures.
Between 14 and18 years, chargeable if ability of discernment (Criminal code).
*If doubt about age of minority: judicial expertise (even assessment on personality). If still doubt:
presumption of minority.
Yes
Max. two lawyers per person (CPC).
Yes (CPC)
Choice of lawyer (trusted lawyer)
If no lawyer ➔ court appointed-lawyer.
Appointed among the members of the national list (lawyers with a special training in juvenile
law).
Legal aid defence – foreseen by the CPC and by the D.P.R. 448/88.
Foreign minors ➔ Art. 16 Law n. 47/2017 on protection measures for the unaccompanied foreign
minors, in force since 6 may 2017: the foreign unaccompanied minor, involved in a proceeding, has
the right to be informed of his/her right to appoint a trusted lawyer by the guardian or the person
with the parental responsibility and the right to benefit from the free legal aid system in any stage
of the proceeding.
Copy of a written notice (comprehensible language) – not specifically drafted for children
m By the police, social service or first reception centre;
m By the juvenile judge;
m By the lawyer.
In practice: police officers do not always provide information or do not communicate it properly
according to the child’s situation and interests.
Yes (no specific rules for minors)
Observation: lack of quality/not for court-appointed lawyers/not guaranteed at the police-stage.
Yes (cfr. DPR 115/2002)
Need to be asked to any competent judge/ if refused ➔ appeal is possible.
List of lawyers for legal aid (at the local bar association of the competent Court of Appeal District).
Fees of the lawyers – anticipated by the Treasury often with great delay.
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Free legal aid for minors
For the court-appointed lawyers (paid by the State* >< for adults), the child or his/her family do
not need to apply for the free legal aid because it is automatically anticipated by the State Vs for
the trusted lawyers (chosen always in the list of the LBA, requires application).
Problems regarding the remuneration of youth lawyers in the legal aid system: delays and even
non-payment.
Effectiveness and quality of the system can be questioned (Good practice: Protocol of Milan ➔
effectiveness of the liquidation).
* If during the proceedings, the child becomes an adult, for the activities done after that, there
must be an admission to legal aid or the person/family has to pay even if there is still a courtappointed lawyer.
Youth lawyer

Role and mandate
Role: defend the minor + explain the content (social and ethical reasons of the acts of the process)
+ encourage the active participation of the child.
Mandated by the child.
Choice of the lawyer
Children have the right to choose a trusted lawyer (in practice: the legal guardian or subjects
who have his/her parental responsibility make this choice for the child).
The court-appointed lawyer is chosen from a list.
➔ Right to change lawyer.
Specialized training
Yes BUT compulsory only for the court-appointed lawyers (list of lawyers at each local bar
association)*/no penalty if the court-appointed lawyer is not provided with specialized training.
A youth lawyer to be on the list of the court-appointed lawyers must show evidence,
alternatively, of having been practicing, not occasionally, before the juvenile courts or of
having attended specialized courses in matters related to juvenile law and to problems of
children and adolescents.
Practice: problem – no content defined/fields mentioned in the law (Decree DPR)/ nothing at the
national level/ quality varies.
Continuous professional training: depend on each bar association.
No juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.

Best interest of the child

* not required for trusted lawyer.
Yes
Best interest of the child should be defended by the lawyer (determined through a multidisciplinary
process).
Good practice: Burning Times Project (in the territory of Monza, Milan) ➔ project of
experimentation of premature «probation» (good way to prevent damages on children
that can be caused by lengthy of proceedings).
Conflict of interest with parents: the lawyer which becomes unfaithful to the mandate should
be replaced.
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Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Good practices
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

Based on trust: not always easy to establish.
Importance of the sensitivity and skills of the lawyer and of the listening attitude.
First contact
Trusted or court-appointed lawyers ➔ before the first interrogation, at the first hearing or in
prison.
Normally the first contact with the court-appointed lawyer takes place at the first hearing.
Communication and meetings
There is a difference between trusted or appointed lawyer (the court-appointed lawyer often does
not meet the minor or, in general, the first meeting takes place at the police/court hearing directly).
Means of communication: primarily by phone.
Change lawyer
Yes (whether trusted or court-appointed)
No specific legislative mechanism to complain (disciplinary action by the Bar Association or
control by the judge).
Connection role between parents and institutes: the presence of parents in the process is a
fundamental element required by law and highly considered by the courts.
Lawyers must allow parents an effective participation to the proceedings if it’s not detrimental
for the child.
The Italian system supports the cooperation with all the actors BUT there is an accentuation of
the role of the judge, while the lawyer has taken a marginal role.
+
The P.D.R. 488/1988 does not provide the lawyer’s presence during the individual assessment of
the child, even if it does not ban it.
Training
Judges & Prosecutors
(Good practice: Court of Milan ➔ joint advocacy and judiciary training)
Justice social services
National monitoring mechanisms
Authority for Childhood and Adolescence (implementation and protection of children’s rights and
interest).
National Guarantor of the Rights of Person Detained or Deprived of personal Liberty.
See report
Milan: bar association and multi-agency protocol for liquidations
m Lengthiness of the criminal proceedings;
m in the Italian practice, lawyers have taken a marginal role in the process as if they are bearers of
an interest conflicting with that of the child. Lawyers are not seen as a vehicle for the realization
of the best interest of the child;
m excessive bureaucracy;
m a general lack of resources that seems to be the result of a general underestimation of the
juvenile law;
m economic capacity may determine the choice of the lawyer (trusted lawyers tend to be costly);
m fill the gap between lawyers’ professional culture and a person-centred approach.
See report
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LUXEMBOURG
Useful materials

Study on children’s involvement in judicial proceedings: Contextual overview for the criminal
justice phase (EU financed).

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet – on going
Not yet – on going
Not yet – on going
Not yet – on going
N/A
N/A
Yes
A.T. v. Luxembourg (defendant questioned by the police without legal assistance)
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Youth Protection Law (1992)
Code of Criminal Investigation
Legal Assistance Law (1995)
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents

18 years
* No mention in the law.
A child does commit ‘acts qualified as crimes’, for which a specialised jurisdiction, the Juvenile and
Guardianship Court, is responsible to apply measures of guardianship, education and preservation.
The child will not be referred to the Criminal court (CCI & YPL).
Yes
Legal Assistance Law (1995)
Yes
Lawyer is present during questioning at the police station.
Active role/sits next to client.
Choice of lawyer
Court appointed legal counsel ex office – compulsory – free of charge.
Legal aid defence
Yes (LAL)
Training in schools.
By the police or the investigating judge.
Yes
Covered by the State.
Yes
Financed by the State.
Fees perceived by lawyers based on hourly rates.
Free legal aid for minors
Court appointed legal counsel ex office – compulsory – free of charge.
Role and mandate
No special status.
List on the website of the Luxembourg bar how many lawyers indicated that they specialise in
representing children.
Choice of the lawyer
Child or parents.
Court appointed legal counsel.
Specialized training
Yes
Multidisciplinary (rather theoretical) training offered by the bar association, in order to be on the
list “lawyers for children” (4 days x 2h15).
N/A Continuous professional training.
N/A Juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
No
Role of the judge.
Conflict of interest with parents
N/A
First contact
At police station.
Communication & meetings
Yes
Private and confidential.
Specially designed rooms for meetings.
Change lawyer
Appeal legal aid decision possible to the Disciplinary and Administrative Council (of the bar
association?).
N/A
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Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

N/A
Justice social services
No
National monitoring mechanisms
N/A
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NETHERLANDS
Interviewees

Youth lawyers: 4
Other professionals: 3
1 prosecutor
1 police officer
1 social worker (trainer of behavioural interventions)
Children and youth: 4
1 mother

Useful materials

See information and Socio legal defence centres

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes (5 reservations: articles 10,12,14,19,20 and one interpretative declaration)
Yes (3 reservations: art. 40 CRC, art. 37c CRC, art. 26 CRC and 3 interpretative declarations)
No
Yes: they are used as an interpretation tool for the implementation of the CRC and in the Dutch
law making process and they are also mentioned by judges.

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (https://www.eerstekamer.nl/eu/edossier/e130057_voorstel_voor_een )
Yes
No
No
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NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation
Juvenile Justice System

MACR

Code of Criminal Procedure/ CCP (section on juvenile criminal law) – amendments 11/2016
Laws on access to a lawyer (for police hearings) – 1 March 2017
Criminal Code/ CC (section on juvenile criminal law)
Youth Justice Institutions Act/ YJI-Act (for children deprived of liberty)
Adolescent Criminal Act 2014
Judicial Data and Criminal Records Act
Legal Aid Act
Juvenile justice is part of the penal law system containing special rules for a vulnerable group:
minors.
12 years (but a child can be heard by the police at any stage)
Before 12 years: a child is not prosecutable under criminal law ➔ child protection measures
(under Civil Youth Law) but he/she can be interrogated by the police, stopped for the purpose
of investigation, detained, taken into custody and his/her items may be confiscated if there is a
reasonable suspicion that the child has committed a serious crime.
12 – 15 years max. 1 year youth detention.
16-17 years max 2 years youth detention/ Children can also be tried under the adult criminal
law. Max 30 years detention (life sentence excluded).
18-23 years juvenile justice can be applied instead of adult criminal law (Adolescent Criminal Act
2014).
* Children with special treatment: PIJ measure (max. 3 years with the possibility of lengthening
it).
* The Youth Justice Institutions Act sets standards for children who are deprived of liberty in a
youth justice institution.
Arrest at the police station
Under 12 y – max 6 hours.
From 12 y – max 9 hours.
Police custody and Pre-trial detention in “any possible place”: night detention can be
imposed and children can go to school or work during the daytime:
m Review of the legality of police custody in the 3 days and 18 hours by a magistrate judge;
m Good practices: Small Scaled Provisions (child friendly places for pre-trial detention
and police custody).
When deprivation of liberty is at stake, minors have the right to access to a lawyer.

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance

Lawyers have the right to unlimited access to the young suspect deprived of liberty BUT this right
can be limited in the interest of the investigation (for max. 6 days).
Yes (BUT*)
No possibility to waive the right to consultation assistance (since 03/2017) BUT the child may
renounce to the interrogation assistance by a lawyer and this for all interrogations, not only
the first!
At the police station, for minors from 12 y: presence of a lawyer (trusted or legal aid ex
officio**) before (30 min or more with the consent of the Prosecutor) and during all interviews
(lawyers have the possibility to make comments at the beginning and at the end of the police
hearing) + a person of trust called by the minor or by the lawyer (18 + not involved in the alleged
crime + not interfere during the interrogation) within 2 hours BUT when a child is not arrested
but only invited to go to the police station for interrogation, the presence of the lawyer is
guaranteed only if the child calls a lawyer and, in general, when a lawyer does not arrive on time,
the police hearing can start without a lawyer.
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At the police station, for minors aged under 12 y: no access to a lawyer before or during police
hearings.
At the Prosecutors Meeting: assistance of a lawyer only under certain conditions.
In court : children always assisted by a lawyer.
*Children suspected of minor offences: no right to access to a “piket lawyer” free of charge but
starting from 1° March 2017 the children have the right to a lawyer although this can be different
in practice.
**limit: when the minor is arrested, the lawyers are available only from 7am to 8 pm.
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Yes (CCP)
Sentences and measures:
m Fine;
m Community service (assistance by a lawyer);
m Juvenile detention (youth detention, behavioural measure or placement for treatment)
(assistance by a lawyer).
Alternative measures:
m Court settlement (assistance by a lawyer);
m Out-of-court settlement: HALT for cases involving vandalism or minor property offences ➔
assistance by a lawyer guaranteed because a guilty plea of the child involved is required. If a
child refuse a HALT-settlement, he/she risks to be prosecuted;
m ZSM-method: multi-disciplinary approach to speed up the settlement process – The Public
Prosecution Service, the police, the juvenile probation service, the Council for Child Protection
and Victim Assistance work together but the role of the lawyer is limited (it depends on the
punishment asked by the prosecutor) and, in general, a lawyer is not a standard partner during ZSM
In 2015: Pilot project – ZSM method with assistance by a lawyer automatically included
➔ positive results but at the moment it has not been implemented in the ZSM procedure yet;
m Punishment Order by the Prosecutor (it’s registered in the judicial database and can be seen
as a criminal record) ➔ right to be assisted by a lawyer only under certain conditions.
Choice of lawyer (and trusted person)
By the child (parents).
Legal aid defence
Yes
Stand by duty arrangement lawyer (if minor arrested) ➔ through the Legal Aid Board: list of
specialised youth lawyers (education + min. of youth cases) – Rmk: too many lawyers on that list.
At the police station: normally the police gives information only about the lawyer ex officio, without
saying that children have right to a free lawyer as well.
Good practices:
m Brochure “you are suspected of an offence” (20 languages, written in a child-friendly
language but it’s questionable if the brochure is really easy to read for a child);
m Police: website to inform minors of their rights + video You Tube (in 2017);
m Public Prosecution: website has a youth page;
m Dutch court: website to explain the criminal procedure and the role of the judge to children;
m Written notification (for arrested suspect) before the interrogation;
m The Assistant Public Prosecutor or the Public Prosecutor shall inform the suspect about the
right of access to a lawyer: Before (pre-trial) detention / by the first interview.
Rec: Necessary that the information on legal assistance is provided through a lawyer during
consultation (instead of police officer or prosecutor).
*If a suspect has not been informed about the right to consult a lawyer before a police hearing: the
results of the testimonies MAY not be used as evidence of the offence.
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Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Bad practice: the access to information is unequal (only the Public Prosecutor’s Office has access
to all the information and casefile) ➔ suspect (lawyer) has access to the file (CCP) – upon request
to the Prosecutor ➔ In practice: often denied at the police station.
Yes (but not for the punishment orders based on a misdemeanour. This is in line with Directive
2010/64/EU)
Covered by the State under certain conditions: there are not many complaints.
Objection against a negative decision: possible.
Quality could be better monitored.
Not all documents are translated (for ex the documents of a transaction given by the Public
Prosecutor in case of minor offences).
Yes (from the moment of the arrest or from the police custody to the end of the process) –
a lawyer (chosen or assigned) must be registered in the Legal Aid Board (a specific education and
a minimum of youth cases is required).
Possible to change the lawyer if there are good reasons.
Threefold model:
m Online application (Roadmap to Justice);
m Primary help;
m Secondary help – lawyers receive certification from the Legal Aid Board. Score system (with
fixed fees).
Free legal aid for minors
m Stand by duty arrangement (“Piket”) lawyer – *legal aid ex officio lawyer (paid by the State)
– assistance before/during police interview when the minor is arrested (remanded into police
custody)/in pre-trial detention + assistance in the further criminal proceedings BUT when a
child is invited to go to the police station for interrogation a “Piket lawyer” free of charge
is not available.
m + Lawyer of his/her choice (for free only if participates in the legal aid system).
m Limits: fees are too limited and the extra time is not paid.
Role and mandate
Not specifically defined.
Representing minors requires a specific approach, knowledge of social mapping of the youth
system and a good understanding of children.
Nb. Less passive role during police interviews (since March 2017).
Choice of the lawyer (education + experience)
Yes
Minor can decide upon the choice of a lawyer. A lawyer who does not participate in the legal aid
system is not for free.
Specialized training
Yes (in cooperation with the Association of Dutch Youth Lawyers and SDU Publishers): it’s
theoretical and practical but not multidisciplinary*.
4-day training (theoretical and practical – not multidisciplinary, no communication courses) –
cooperation with VNJA (see below).
If registered as a legal aid lawyer ➔ 3 years professional experience, 12 trainings points + a special
course (for stand by duty lawyers).
Continuous professional training (point-system).
There is no difference in quality between a “piket lawyer” and a “paid lawyer”: outcome of the
interviews.
Problem: Too many youth lawyers on the lists of the courts ➔ some lawyers only get 3 or 4 cases
a year that is not enough to stay on the list for specialized youth lawyers.
*Lawyer: training course with role changes to understand better, in concrete cases, the
position/responsibilities of each professional involved in the juvenile system.
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Socio legal defence centres

Yes ➔ BIC-model: based on a broad international literature study researching the relation
between developmental problems and the quality of the educational and pedagogical
environment.
At the police-stage: Rules of the prosecution that mention specific rights of minors during arrest
and pre-trial detention. (Richtlijn en kader voor strafvordering jeugd en adolescenten inclusief
strafmaten Halt (2016R008)).
At the trial-stage: taking age into account by the judge.
In court cases: the suspected minor has the right to speak and the right to the “last word”.
Conflict of interest with parents
When a child needs subsidized legal aid because there is a conflict of interests between the child
and the parents, a guardian ad litem can be appointed by the court instead of a lawyer. Then,
there is no personal contribution required.
Must be based on trust.
Provide a good information package (from the police-stage).
Discuss the strategy directly with the minor/more time to talk with the child.
First contact
At the police station, at the office of the lawyer, or in the youth justice institution.
Communication and meetings
By phone, at the lawyer’s office.
Change lawyer
Possible
Dutch Bar Association organises a complaint mechanism for clients (website).
Local Bar Associations.
Council of Discipline: disciplinary procedures against lawyers.
Parents can be very involved in the procedure (right to be informed + right to be present).
Necessary to make clear the lawyer intervenes for the child.
Youth lawyers work with several professionals during criminal proceedings BUT this is not enough
to ensure that the specific needs of children are taken into account ➔ a greater reflection on the
right to an individual assessment is necessary to be in line with the Directive 2016/800.
Lawyer: at the end of the proceeding, children can give feedbacks on lawyers, judges etc.
(new project in some courts).
Training
Police: not many specialised staff – no provisions for minors, although there are some specific
rules for children staying in police custody.
Prosecutors: there are specialised prosecutors, but many cases are handled by (assistant)
prosecutors who are not specialised. Recently, investments were made in education concerning
youth cases.
Judges: children’s judge.
Justice social services
m Association of Dutch youth lawyers (VNJA), also at local level: 271 youth lawyers (quality
and training requirements for all members);
m A special children’s Ombudsman;
m (www.vnja.nl) + local associations (The Hague Association of Youth Lawyers, The Amsterdam
Association of Youth Lawyers, The Rotterdam Association of Youth Lawyers);
m Control Alt Delete;
m DCI-The Netherlands (brochure for arrested minors and their parents);
m Dutch NGO coalition for Children’s Rights;
m The Children’s Rights shops (run by law students);
m Advice and Complaints Bureau Youth Care;
m Young in Prison.
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Recommendations
Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

National monitoring mechanisms
Children’s Ombudsman
Council for Discipline
Council for the Judiciary
The Dutch Bar Association
See report
m Judicial documentation: Information about serious crimes ➔ kept for 20 or 30 years,
information about misdemeanours ➔ 5 or 10 years VS the right to privacy;
m After being sentenced by a prosecutor or judge, a minor must give his/her DNA ➔ the
DNA is saved for up to 30 years VS the right to privacy;
m In cases involving minors, it’s not a practice to use audio-visual recording during police
hearings;
m In cases decided by the Prosecutor, the proof of guilt is often not fully established and a
lawyer is not always present or informed;
m Length of the procedures ➔ uncertainty/ stress;
m There are no lawyers available 24 h a day ➔ waiting for a lawyer during police custody.
See report
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

POLAND
Interviewees

Useful materials

Youth lawyers: 5
Other professionals: 12 (in social rehabilitation, human rights protection, criminal procedure,
children’s rights)
Children and youths: 6
Register of attorneys accessible online:
http://rejestradwokatow.pl/adwokat/ewidencja
http://kirp.pl/wyszukiwarka-radcow-prawnych/

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (In theory, not in practice)
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
Yes
P. and S. v. Poland (violation of art. 5 of the ECtHR); Grabowski v. Poland; Adamkiewicz v. Poland
(important for the application scope of the EU Directives! Violation art. 6 § 3 (c) and art. 6 § 1 of the
ECtHR), Plonka vs Poland (violation art. 6 § 3 (c) and art. 6 § 1 of the ECtHR).
No
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NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance

Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Constitution/ Const
Ombudsperson Children’s Act/ OCA
Ombudsperson Act/ OA
2 systems:
Juvenile Justice Act/ JJA (1982) (lex specialis) purpose: educate & rehabilitate
Code of Criminal Procedure/ CCP
Criminal Code/ CC (after 17 years)
➔ Procedural guarantees contained in the JJA differ from the ones laid down in the CCP. In certain
areas, juvenile justice proceedings (before family courts) do not contain sufficient procedural
guarantees for juveniles.
The proceedings in juvenile cases is governed by the Code of Civil procedure.
Child definition: till the age of 18 (cfr. OCA and Civil Code)
MACR: 17 years ➔ Criminal Code (+ exception: 15 years for some circumstances)
Before 13 – JJA ➔ only educational measures (including deprivation of liberty), there is no
minimum age
Between 13 and 17 years ➔ correctional and educational measures (Juvenile Justice Act)
Yes, during the entire proceeding (Cfr. JJA & CCP)
In practice: Usually no defence lawyer at the first stage ➔ often children must give statements
or sign documents in the absence of a lawyer.
Mandatory defence is not available for defendants who attained the age of 18 even if the crime has
been committed before their 18th birthday (CCP).
System of free legal aid defence immediately after the arrest BUT it doesn’t work.
Right to access a lawyer (Cfr. CCP) + grassroots initiatives from the Professional Association
of Attorneys to guarantee the assistance by a lawyer for an arrested person.
Yes (CCP)
JJA: presence of juvenile’s parents, guardian or defence lawyer during police interview BUT there
is an exception that makes this rule an empty declaration ➔ if it’s not possible to ensure the
presence of the juvenile’s parents or guardian or defence lawyer, a friend, a relative or another
person can take their places.
CCP: presence lawyer.
Absence of guarantees to ensure effective assistance of a defence lawyer.
In some cases a police officer can be present during a lawyer-client conference and restrictions
can be allowed concerning the right to talk with a lawyer on the phone for investigation reasons.
Choice of lawyer
The defence lawyer assistance is obligatory whenever circumstances hindering defence occur.
Mandatory defence or legal aid defence (cfr. Annex report)
! Foreign minors: No legal guarantees
Yes, after the arrest and before an interview (but not before each questioning).
Notice of rights after the presentation of charges ➔ difficult to understand the meaning of their
rights (rec: change it and adapt to children) and it requires additional information about other
rights.
Family judges ➔ they are the most friendly and informative authorities in the system,
they explain the situation to children (good practice – appreciated by children) (+)
Information to the child (JJA: no provision vs. Criminal Code of Procedure: notice of rights before
first interview).
No provision in the Juvenile Justice Act (on right to a formal defence throughout the entire
proceedings) + JJA is silent on the consequences of a failure to provide such advice (unlike the
Code of Criminal Procedure)
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Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals

Access to a case file: possible under JJA and CCP for the lawyers, difficult for children and their
parents. This right can be limited for investigation reasons and also if it’s necessary to reform the
juvenile’s behaviour.
Yes (in the same form as in CCP)
Yes BUT it depends on an arbitrary decision of the President of the court.
Free legal aid for minors
Legal aid lawyers in juvenile justice proceedings
Differently from criminal proceedings, the JJA doesn’t provide for the possibility of
revoking a decision to appoint a legal aid defence lawyer for a juvenile ➔ more childfriendly system.
Role and mandate
Rules of professional ethics similar for all the lawyers (advocates and legal advisors). They do not
depend on the fact who is represented (adult or a child).
No formal, centrally accredited specialisations of attorneys and legal counsellors for
children (and no will to do so, even if the need of having appropriate skills to work with children is
pointed out) – Juvenile Justice is not a popular speciality.
How to be a good lawyer? - (children’s opinion: lawyer had been interested in and thoroughly
review the case)
Choice of the lawyer
Appointed by the parents or the guardian.
Specialized training
No
Limited number of courses in the continuing programme for lawyers: juvenile justice or children’s
rights’ education at the University (not always): optional class, not mandatory, 30 class hours.
The plan of professional education activities for 2017 partially incorporates the topic of this project
(for candidate judges and prosecutors).
Training for the personnel of juvenile institutions not conducted by lawyers.
National Legal Counsellors’ Society – attempts to educate a group of counsel to specialise
in children’s cases (TRECHILD European project).
Yes
Lawyer is obliged to consider the objective juvenile’s best interest (>< child).
Conflict of interest with parents
In the situation of conflict of interest whenever the child is not represented by a lawyer, the
president of the court should appoint a lawyer.
Lawyer should end the cooperation both with children and parents when there is a conflict of
interest between of them. However, he/she should inform president of the court about the waiver.
First contact
Often in courtroom (not at the police station)
Communication and meetings
Law: When child is detained at a police remand home – possibility to be visited by lawyer.
Right to unlimited contact with defence lawyer (cfr. Ombudsperson for Children’s opinion).
Practice: meetings lawyer - client: no special separated rooms in institutions.
No visits nor phone calls when children stay in institutions.
Change lawyer
Change/complain about legal aid lawyer – children do not know.
Lawyer has contacts with legal guardian of children.
No contact between lawyer and personnel of youth institution.
The institution staff does not understand the lawyer’s role.
Training
Yes
Juvenile justice - Professional education for judges and prosecutors
Lack of specialized youth lawyers
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Socio legal defence centres

Recommendations
Inspiring practices

Main difficulties

Specific recommendations

Justice social services
Social workers engaged on reintegration level.
National monitoring mechanisms
Commissioner for Human Rights
Ombudsperson for Children
See report
Family judges ➔ they are the most friendly and informative authorities in the system,
they explain the situation to children (good practice – appreciated by children)
The publication of the Ministry of Justice for the legal education of children:
https://ms.gov.pl/pl/poradnik-prawny-dla-mlodziezy/
m The police often assumes the role of the prosecutor in proceedings against juveniles;
m Directive 2013/48/EU has been implemented only in theory ➔ practice based on improvisation;
m An arrested child who does not have the telephone number of a lawyer is often unable to obtain
legal advice before a police interview. The presence of a family assistant, or of a representative
of a community organisation or of the juvenile’s school during the interview can replace a
lawyer according to the law;
m A lot of members of professional associations of lawyers do not understand the need to
introduce the specialisation of “children’s lawyers” ➔ no discussion about this problem
See report
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

PORTUGAL
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
MS does not consider ‘National Executive Measures’ necessary
MS does not consider NEM necessary
MS does not consider NEM necessary
Not yet
Not yet
N/A
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Lei de Proteção de Crianças e Jovens Em Perigo (Law “Protection of Children and Young
People in Danger”/LPCYD) (1999): children in danger
Lei Tutelar Educativa (Law “Educational Guardianship Act”/LEGA) (1999): education
(measures) instead of punishment
Criminal Code/ CC (1995): “child” in criminal proceedings; he/she is considered an adult
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
NO WAIVER
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Regime Penal Aplicável a Jovens Delinquentes (Law “Regime applicable to juvenile
offenders”/LRAJO) (1982): reduction of sentence (for sentences over 2 years) and corrective and
educational measures (for sentences under 2 years)
Acesso ao Direito e aos Tribunais (Law establishing the Access to Law and Justice/LALJ)
(2004)
Comissão Nacional de Promoção dos Direitos e Proteção das Crianças e Jovens (National
Commission for Promotion and Protection Law) (1991)
16 years (CC)
Children under 12 years (LPCYD)
Children between 12 and 16 years old (LEGA)
Children between 16 and 21 years old (CC foresees the possibility of a special regime under
LRAJO that is not mandatory)
Yes
(under the LEGA)
The appointment of a lawyer is not mandatory under the LRAJO.
Yes
Under 16 y: mandatory (LEGA).
Over 16 y: (CC) mandatory during the offender’s judicial and police questionings; during the debate;
during the trial when the offender is not present; in the appeal (article 64.º CC).
Even when it is not mandatory, the court can request the assistance of a lawyer (article 64.º n.º 2
CC).
Effective assistance - During police questioning: the lawyer may ask for permission to interrupt
and, after concede, may speak.
Choice of lawyer
Yes
Legal aid defence
Yes (LALJ)
Yes
By the police, by the court.
No child-friendly language.
Yes
Covered by the State.
Yes
Prove they don’t have the economical possibility to access a lawyer,
➔ generally officially-appointed lawyers from a list (provided by the Bar association).
System financed by the Ministry of Justice.
Free legal aid for minors
Children between 12 and 16 years old: if no lawyer, court-appointed lawyer ex officio.
Children over 16 years old : legal aid lawyer if they do not have economic conditions to pay for a
lawyer.
Crimes: nomination of a public defender.
The lawyers registered on the list (and appointed by the court) are not specialized but
they are registered in an area that involves child’s matters.
Role and mandate
No category of «Youth Lawyers».
But the Bar Association recognizes a specialization in criminal law, family and minors, or in
educational guardianship.
Choice of the lawyer
Outside the legal aid system: lawyer chosen by the child, usually helped by his/her parents.
In the legal aid system: no choice of the lawyer.
Specialized training
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

No
But requires education, training and experience relevant to the area of legal aid specialization/list.
No: continuous professional training.
Yes: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University (for example, postgraduate
courses in Lisbon and Coimbra).
Yes
Public Prosecutor (representing the best interest of the child) and Courts’ role.
Conflict of interest with parents
Yes
Officially-appointed legal aid lawyer for the child.
Not possible that the same lawyer represents the child and his/her parents, when both are
involved in the proceeding as different parties.
First contact
Before the first interview at the police station.
Communication & meetings
Face-to-face, by phone.
Private & confidential.
Change lawyer
Yes
Complaint about legal aid lawyer to the court or bar association.
Bring a chosen lawyer to the case, that will replace the court-appointed lawyer.
N/A
N/A
Justice social services
Associação “A Voz da Criança” (“The Child’s Voice – Association”): association of lawyers
specialized in family and minors law, dedicated to the children’s protection in court.
National monitoring mechanisms
The National Commission for the Promotion of the Rights and Protection of Children and Young
People is divided in multiple Commissions of Minor’s Protection (CPCJ) organized at a regional
level – multidisciplinary team, financed by the Government.
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

ROMANIA
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
No ratification date
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes (partially)
Yes
Yes (partially; the remainder - draft project)
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Criminal law does not provide a separate legal framework for persons under 18 years old.
Criminal Code/CC (2009): provides additional safeguards for juveniles (extra protection ➔
educational measures).
Criminal procedure code/CPC (law 2010)
Law for the organisation and practice of the lawyer’s profession/LOPLP (1995)
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MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
NO WAIVER
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

14 years old
Children between 14 and 16 are responsible, if it is proven that they acted with discernment.
Children between 16 and 18 are fully responsible, if no circumstances of discharge are proven.
Yes
(CPC)

Yes
(CPC)
Criminal investigation
Preliminary chamber
Trial
Choice of lawyer
By the parents or legal guardian of the child (that has not turned 14 years old).
By the child (from his/her 14th with parents/legal guardians’ consent).
Legal aid defence
Yes
Yes
By the judicial bodies.
Before the first hearing.
Rights notified in writing (and document signed by suspect).
No legal obligation for a child-friendly language.
Yes
Covered by the State.
Yes
Nationally organised under the supervision of the Department for the coordination of legal aid
which functions within the National Union of Bars in Romania.
Financed by the Ministry of Justice.
Lawyers paid fixed amounts.
Free legal aid for minors
Mandatory assistance for children: court-appointed lawyer (if child does not have one).
Judicial bodies will request the Bar to further appoint a legal aid lawyer.
Bar will appoint a lawyer enrolled in the legal aid register.
Child will be notified with the appointed lawyer’s name.
➔ No specific training for these lawyers.
Role and mandate
N/A
Choice of the lawyer
Child/parents can request a specific court-appointed lawyer (with previous consent of the lawyer).
Specialized training
No
Although there is not a specific juvenile system provided by the Romanian legislation that regulates
also such specialized training, trainee lawyers during their first 2 years of practice shall undergo
a general training conducted at national level which usually includes sessions tackling
matters in relation to the particularities of defending children.
N/A: continuous professional training.
N/A: juvenile justice or children’s rights education at the University
Yes
Parents’ role
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Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Socio legal defence centres

Conflict of interest with parents
Yes
Lawyer has to refuse the mandate if conflicted.
If the parents are party in the trial.
First contact
Most often, at the first hearing.
Communication & meetings
Right to consult the lawyer prior to and during the hearing (even before providing an answer).
Active role of the lawyer; can discuss with client, give advice, sign the report, comment/bring
objections to the questioning report.
Confidentiality of communications & meetings in specially designated areas with separation to
limit physical contact (but allowing transmission of documents) if the child is arrested.
Time and facilities necessary for the preparation and implementation of an effective defence.
Change lawyer
Yes
Complaint to the Council of the Bar of which the lawyer pertains.
Training
N/A
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This document is a summary of the national report written in the framework
of the European project « My Lawyer, My Rights », 2017.

SLOVAKIA
Useful materials

Education material concerning the support of lawyers: promotion of children rights with
disabilities – Mental Disability Advocacy Centre (2016): improvement of access of children with
disabilities to justice trough the education of lawyers.
Report of the Public Defender of Rights on children in criminal proceedings (March 2017) ➔
(Please note that this report was not reflected in our report as it was not publicly available at the
time of preparation of the report)
CRC reports: Consolidated third, fourth and fifth periodical report of the Slovak Republic concerning
the implementation of the Convention on the Rights of the Child - Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs
and Family together with other relevant State bodies.
Report on fulfilment of tasks resulting from the National Action Plan for children for
period of 2013-2017 and proposal for its update - Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family
together with other relevant state bodies on the basis of the Resolution of the Government of the
Slovak Republic (2015).
Education material concerning the support of lawyers: promotion of rights of children with
disabilities - Pontis Foundation.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
State authorities should adopt further measures to promote these instruments.

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
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Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence

EUCJ Jurisprudence

Not yet
Yes
Yes
Zachar and Cierny v. Slovakia (2015): benefice of the assistance of a lawyer from the very first
stage of police questioning.
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

MACR

Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information

Interpretation/Translation

Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

No special regulation governing the criminal offences of juveniles – assessed before general
courts.
Constitution/ Const. (1992)
Criminal Code/ CC (2005): special provisions regarding juveniles.
Criminal Procedure Code/ CPC (2005): special provisions regarding juveniles.
Act on Advocacy/AA (2003)
Act on Family/AF (2005)
Act on social and legal protection of children and on social custody/SLPC (2005)
Act on Legal Aid Provision/ALAP (2005)
14 years (CC) but 2 exceptions (CC):
m 15 years (for sexual abuse crimes);
m 15 years if the child had not reached a level of moral and intellectual maturity.
Yes
(Const. & CPC)
Yes (CCP)
!!! When a child is suspect, the mandatory representation shall not apply.
When the counsel is absent, a replacement defence counsel may be appointed in addition to the
first one.
Choice of lawyer
See below
Legal aid defence
Yes (CPC)
Yes
Law enforcing authorities: obligation to give the child information regarding their rights in a way
he/she understands the nature of the rights (CPC) before the first interrogation.
Yes
(Const. & CPC)
Costs covered by the State.
Yes
Center for Legal Aid (ALAP)
The general legal aid does not apply to criminal proceedings (even in the event they suffer
from lack of resources).
Court-appointed lawyer if the accused have no sufficient funds.
The system is financed by the State funds.
Free legal aid for minors
In the event that the child’s representative do not have sufficient funds to secure a lawyer, the
court shall appoint one.
Role and mandate
No special recognition for lawyers who represent children.
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Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

Choice of the lawyer
Retained lawyer (by the child’s parents (AF), a legal representative (CPC) or an entitled person) or
court-appointed lawyer.
*The legal representative can exercise the right to choose the child’s lawyer even against his/her
will.
Specialized training
No
But Initiatives of NGOs (day-sessions, theoretical & practical – Pontis Foundation (see materials
above).
*Slovak Bar association noted that they might organise one in the future (due to our project).
Continuous professional training.
No: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
Yes
The lawyer shall protect and promote the interests and rights of the client and follow his/her
instructions.
Must be taken into account by all the relevant state authorities involved and by the judge.
Conflict of interest with parents
The lawyer shall automatically withdraw from the relationship with his/her client and cease to
represent the client.
The court shall appoint a guardian to represent the child in any legal matters.
First contact
Juvenile must have a defence counsel after an accusation.
Communication & meetings
Right to choose a defence counsel and consult with the counsel even during actions performed by
enforcement authority or the court. There should be enough time for preparation.
Meetings can be face-to-face either phone or written communication is rather common.
Private and confidential (AA).
When child is deprived of liberty, meetings take place in rooms designated for such usage.
Change lawyer
Yes
For serious reasons, another defence counsel selected or appointed can replace the first one (CPC).
Complaint to the Slovak Bar Association (disciplinary measures): retained or ex officio lawyer.
N/A
N/A
Training
N/A
Justice social services
m Unicef Slovakia;
m The bodies of the social and legal protection of children and social custody (under The Central
Office of Labour, Social Affairs and Family ➔ financed by the State budget of the Slovak Republic).
National monitoring mechanisms
Office of the Public Defender of Rights operates a webpage: Ombudsman for Children.
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SPAIN
Useful materials

« Childhood and rights: from the patronage to the child lawyer»
by Laura Rodriguez.
« Juveniles criminal responsibility: substantive and procedural aspects » by Rosario Fernandez.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
Yes
Barbera, Messegue and Jabardo v. Spain (violation of a fair and public hearing) + national decisions.
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Constitution/ Const (1978): right to be defended and assisted by a lawyer.
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MACR
Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Law on minors criminal liability/LORPM (2000)
Criminal Law/CP (1995)
Free legal assistance law/LAJG (1996)
14 years
14 to 18 years criminally liable.
Yes
Child can waive the right to choose a lawyer.
Yes (Const)
Choice of lawyer
Child or representatives.
If no lawyer ➔ public defender (ex officio lawyer appointed).
Legal aid defence
Yes
Yes
Authorities are obliged to inform the arrested suspect in a clear and comprehensive way.
Yes
Administration covers the costs.
Yes
The system is organised locally under the coverage of the local aid system.
Financed by the Ministry of Justice, funds transferred to National Bar Association which distributes
them to the local bar associations.
Certificate lawyers may ask reimbursement of fees and expenses.
In practice: great delay of payment.
Free legal aid for minors
Yes
The local bar associations have sections specialized in minors ➔ ex officio appointed lawyers.
Role and mandate
Free designated lawyers: No official recognition for lawyers who are specialized in child or juvenile
law. Any practicing lawyer is entitled to carry out a proceeding involving children, without requiring
a specialization or degree of experience on the matter.
Ex officio lawyers need to be registered on the juveniles list and have completed a specialization
course.
Choice of the lawyer
Yes – but not when the lawyer is appointed ex officio.
Specialized training
Yes
Only for public defenders (free legal ex officio lawyer): three years of professional experience and
completion of a specialization course.
Training provided by the Bar Associations and differs around the country.
It is not free and is essentially theoretical and juridical.
No: continuous professional training.
N/A: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
Yes
By the court or prosecutor’s office.
Conflict of interest with parents
Yes
A legal guardian will be appointed for the child – this person is different from the lawyer.
First contact
Before the first deposition of the child before Authorities which will introduce the lawyer to the
child.
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Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

Communication and meetings
Effective assistance before and during the interview(s): recommend the child not to answer certain
questions – but not allowed to suggest answer, talk to the child, sit next to the child, not allowed
to comment the police report.
If child detained: call lawyer without restrictions.
Private and confidential.
No limitation for communication and meetings.
Change lawyer
Yes
Replacement of a legal aid lawyer by a private lawyer.
Complaint to the free legal commission of the local bar associations.
N/A
N/A
Training
Judges and prosecutors specialized in minor’s criminal proceedings.
Justice social services
Fundación Raíces (private)
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsman
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SWEDEN
Useful materials

N/A

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
N/A
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not yet
Not yet
Yes
No
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation
MACR

Criminal Code
Legal Aid Act/LAA (1996)
15 years
15 to 17 years : social service and criminal justice system.
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Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

18 to 20 years : criminal justice system – with more lenient sentencing because not adults yet.
Yes

Yes
By a public defender court-appointed and/or a private lawyer.
Lawyer can be present at all stages of the criminal process and is allowed to have time alone
with the client in order to prepare the case and is present during the police interviews and court
hearings.
Choice of lawyer
Court appointed or chosen by child – with parents or special representatives help.
Legal aid defence
Yes
By the police and courts.
Yes
Costs covered by the Government.
Yes
Nationwide legal aid system supervised by the Legal Aid Authority.
Financed by the tax system.
Free legal aid for minors
If the child benefits from the Legal Aid system he/she can choose and change lawyer.
Role and mandate
No special role nor mandate.
Choice of the lawyer
N/A
Specialized training
No
Swedish Bar Association has some designated courses for lawyers who can take assignments to
protect children.
N/A Continuous professional training.
N/A Juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
No
By the police, prosecutor, court and public defender.
Conflict of interest with parents
N/A
First contact
N/A
Communication and meetings
N/A
Change lawyer
Yes
The District court may accept to replace the appointed public defender.
N/A
N/A
Training
Police and prosecutors have extensive training for handling juvenile criminal matters.
Justice social services
No but number of private initiatives and associations dealing with human rights.
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsman for Children.
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This publication has been produced with the financial support of the Criminal Justice Programme of
the European Union. The contents of this publication are the sole responsibility of Defence for Children
International (DCI) –Belgium and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Commission.

Cofinanced by the Justice program of the European Union
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